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ABSTRACT
A TIMETABLE SCHEDULING COMPUTER PROGRAM 
ТОРТAS Mehmet
MBA in Institute of Management 
Supervisor* Asst* Prof. Dr. Erdal Erel 
J une 1990
The uise of computers makes easy the preperation of timetable 
schedule and eliminates a lot of manual work.
In this thesis, a timetable schedule generation program 
written in F"ortran IV language and implemented in a Burroughs 9000 
system is suiapted to the Data Gene?ral system at Etilkent University 
computing center» A case study on timetable schedule of Department 
of Management of E^ilkent University is performed»
ÖZET
DERS ç i z e l g e l e r i HAZIRLAYAN BİLGİSAYAR F='ROGRAMI
TOPTAS Mehmet
Z ü k s e k Lisans T z 1,, isletme En s t i t ü s ü 
Tez Yöneticisi Yd „ Doç,, Dr„ Erdal Erel 
Haziran 1990
Bilgisayarların kullanımı ders çizelgelerinin hazırlamasını 
kolaylaştırmış ve bir çok el ile yapılan isi ortadan kaldırmıştır.
Eiu tez çalışmasında FORTRAN IV bilgisayar dilinde yazılan ve 
Burroughs 9000 sisteminde çalıştırılan ders çizelgesi 
ha i. 11 layan biı· bilgisayar programı Eti İken t üniversitesi 
Bilgisayar Mer ke^ -’inde bulunan Data General sistemine 
uygunlaştırılmıştır,. Bu program yardımıyla Bilkent üniversitesi 
İsletme Eiölümünün 1990··· 199i öÇjretim yılı sonbahar dönemi ders 
çize1ge1eri hazır1anmıştir„
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
The timetable scheduling problem has been inv'estigated and 
approached from several different points of view. The common 
constraints of ctll approacheis are as follows s
(1) Structural requirement; No instructor or class can be 
assigned to more than one place in the same period.
(2) Teaching requirement: Each instructor can meet each class a 
number of times predetermined for that instructor and that 
class.
But the? approach and prope?rti6?s of the timetable depends 
heavily on the type of school and on the administrative 
c I") a r a c t e r i s t i c s .
The timetaxble schedule is the summary of the planne?d 
curriculum over a planning horizon. A course schedule answers 
questions such as which lecture will be given, which class, which 
lecturer, when and.how long.
Mainual course scheduling is possible for email 1 educational 1 
systems. By intuition and experience, the schedular cam construct 
timetables manuailly. E^ ut larger the eaducaitionail system gets, much 
more difficult this taisk will be. Furthermore, obtaining a good 
schedule by manual scheduling cam result in solutions far
1
awary from optimal or dessired solutions. These drawbacks can be 
overcome by replacing the manual one with a computerised course
schedu J. inq system,. Such a system cai··) give more f  lB>< i b i  ;i. ity., make
it easy to i )· Íc o r p o r ate r î e w requirements s a v e time and effort.
Furthermore p the computer faci1 ities c a n . be used for various
r e p o r t q e n £i r ai t i o n 1 i k e pi'- i n t i n g t h e t i m e t a b 1 e s o f c 1 Si s s e s , 
inst.rue tors and c 1 aissrooms.
1.2. Outline of the Study-
In the first chapter an introduction to the course scheduling 
concept is given,. Importance aind definition of course scheduling., 
drawbaicks of manuail scheduling, and an optimum course schedule 
concept are introduced.
Second chap-ter summarizes the historicail background of the 
subject aind gives the classification of timetabling algorithms in 
t h e 1 i t e r t u r e ,
In the third chapter, the heuristics proposed for 
constructing the timetables of an academic department by computer 
is discussed in detau. 1. The proposed hciuristic hais three main 
stages. In the first stage alternaitive course schedule’s feaisible 
for reagular students are genearated. In thei· second stage, among the 
schedules generated the one:?s that violate additionajl instructor 
and reagulatr student constracints are eliminated. In the last stage, 
the remaining schedules aire evaluated considering the desires and
needs of irregular students in order to obtain the final schedules 
■f o I" t h a t B s m e s t e r „
A case study for 1990--1991 fall semester of Department of 
Management of F:5ilkent University is conducted and the results are 
g i ven
.1. n t hi 0 las t c: l* i a p t e r * ^ t h e o n c: I li i:i> 1 o ii i;ji f t h e s 
a n d u g g 0 s t i. c:) n s f o r" a ri i i· i teg ate d i n f a r m a t i a n 
f i.i r t f·) 0 r r" e s 0 a r c: I*’! a r e p r e «·> e r*i t e d „
are given
system and far
CHAPTER a 
LITERATURE SURVEY
The approaches in 1iterature for solving timetabling
problems can be classified according to their structure, their
a p p 1 i c a t i o n a r e at s ^ e f f o r t o f I 'l a n d 1 i n g c o n f 1 i c t s a n d t h e .1 r
solution approaches.
2*1* Structural Classification
Assicinmc-?nt Algorithms; These ¿slgorithms allocate classes in such 
a way that none of the constraints are violated. The main
property of these is that the violation of a constraint is not 
accepted at any stsige. However., when a constraint is violated,, 
the algorithm may either bactrack on previous assignments or 
modifies a constraint, or refuse to assign the particular 
class. This type? of algorithms were developed by Csima and 
Gotlieb (1964), Barraclough (1965), Lions (1967), Brittan and 
Farley (1971), KricU.ier (1974) , Neufeld e\nd Tartar (1974).
Improvement Algorithms; This type of algorithms attempt to 
resolve the conflicts of schedule in which all meetings have 
been inserted but constraint violations such as unavailable 
classroom for some meetings e>iist. The main property of 
improvement algorithms is that they try to reduce the 
infeasibilities of a previosrly scheduled timetable by 
int^rchanging entries within the timetable. Smith (1975) and
4
and Aust (1976) developed this type of algorithms,,
2* CX3SSj.f Xcdti.on Accoi'dXnQ t-o AppXXcdtXon Areas
Timetabling algorithms for educational systems are 05ither for 
secondary schools or for college and universities» Most of the 
previos studies have dealt with secondary school timetabling» On 
the other hand studies dealing with college or university 
timetabling problems are very few,,
Researchers that haive dealt with school timetabling are 
Appleby (1960), (Sotlieb (1965), Barroglough (1965), Csima
(1965), Lions (1966,1967), Lawrie (1969), Smith (1975),, 
f \ e s e cl I' c h e I's L h a L h .a v e d e a 11 w i t h c o 11 a g e a n d u n .i v e r s i t y
timetabling are Almond (1965), Yule (1968), Brittan and F-arley 
(19 71), Ak k oyun1u (1973) an d T r i pa t hy (1984)»
2.3. Classification According to Conflict Handling
The amount of conflicts faced during timetabling is 
dii ec L1 y propor tional to the amount of load on the? rE^seources» 
ai.gpr.iMMs that Do Not Avoid Conflicts; Yule (1968) described a 
system for university timetabling which takes no special steps 
1.0 avo.id conflicts. When a conflict occurs duririg 
scheduling, the process is stopped and restarted for scheduling 
the conflict causing item firstly.
Algorithms that Avoid Conf 1 icts; The algorithms that avoi.d
c o n f 1 i c; t B a r e d e y e 1 o p e d b y G o 11 i e b (1963 , .1964),, C s i m a (1964 )
and Lions (196'7)„ Conflict.5 are avoided where? possible by 
careful 1 checks before? each require?me?nt is assigned. When
conflicts cannot be? avoided the initial constraints are remo\/ed 
progressively until the difficulty is re?moved. Efarroglough (.:L965) 
tried to remove? conflicts whe?n they occur. Entri.es causing the 
c o n f 1 i c 15 a r e d i s p 1 a c e d i n 11 ·) e e ;·: i s t i n g ( p a r t i a 1 ) t i m e t a b 1 e?.
Johnstc?n and Wolfendeen (1968) desicribe? an algorithm such 
that require?ments are fitted sc? as to minimize th(s risk c?f 
cc?nflicts occuring and when cc?nflicts (;?ccur,, the?y are tried to be 
re?solve?d. Anc?th£?r algorithm dest~ribed by Brittan and [-"¿arley 
(19 71) i s a p D w e r f u 1 t? n e t o r e s t? 1 v e c o n f 1 i c t s „
2.4* Classification According to the Solution Approaches
2.4*1. Early Work
The early work on crourse scheduling is in trc?cJuce?d by Got lie? b
(1963). He proposes tc? cronstruct a three?.dimensit?nal array, each
point of which re?pr£-?sen ts the? me?eting of a particular 
class with a particular instructc?r at a particular class with a 
p a r t i c u 1 a r ins t r u c t c? r a t a par t i c u 1 a r h o u r c? f t h e d a y .
In 1965 Csima and in 1966 Lions improved Gotlieb's 
method.
These are the simplest approaches «since they are the
computerization of manual timetabling methods. Barrouglough
(.1965) and E< r i 11 a n a n d F" a r 1 e y (19 71) i n t r o d u c e d t h e i n t e r c h a n g e 
method„
The heuristic developed by Almond (.1965, 1969) and Yule
(1968) overcome the disadvantages of previos research work but 
they still have a number of disadvantages„
Almond (1965) proposed a simple heuristic method for
university timetabling. All informaition is stored in two 
arrays: courise requirement matrix and teacher availability
matrix.
2. 4. 2. Heuristics
Yule (1968) p ro posed t he f i1e of 
concept.
requirement 1 ines
Cla\ss requirement amd the timetable matrices are 
replaced by file requirement lines. The program tries to 
aillocaite the<se requirement lines to periods. One of the 
disaidvantarges of this heuristic method is thait it does not derhect 
cases where a solution does not exist until a loop of reordering 
of lines has occured. A «second disadvaintage is, due to the 
constratints given by va\rious instructors, that some lecturer» 
cannot be fitted anywhere in the timetaible.
Graphs and networks have; proven to be usefu;i. in the 
formulation and solution of timetabling problems. Welsh and Powell 
(1967) presented their works. Neufeld and Tartar (1974) introduced 
a method in graph theory concept. But this theory does not 
provide an efficient algorithm which can be applied to an 
arbitrary timetable problem in order to determine the e;;istance 
of a solution. - In 1985 Werra reviewed some basic: models on graphs 
on a theoretical basis.
2. 4. 4. Mathematical Programming Models
Since the.beginning of 1970's researchers used mathematical 
programming models for solving timetabling problems. Integer- 
linear programming formulations ai"e made and they are attemp)ted to 
be solved by various methods. Lawrie (1964) developed an integer- 
linear programming model for school timetabling.
2. 4. 3. Graph Theory
A partial solution is obtained and then completed by an 
enumerative procedure. The integer linear programming model 
developed by Akkoyunlu (1973) uses mcidified simplex
algoi-ithm for the solution method. Only a global optimum 
solution is obtained and classroom restriction is no-t taken into 
account. Smith (1975) introduced the integer linear formulation 
of Gotlieb's and Csima's methods. Konya (1978) proposed to use 
simplex method. Optimum solution is searched step by step by 
solving relatively small 1 tramsportation problems, Tripaithy (19EJ4) 
introduced a solution for. -the time taAbl ing pr‘oblem which is
8
torim.,11 atBd as a large integer linear programming problem by 
I.. a g r" a ni g i a n r" e 1 a >i a t i  o n
CHAPTER 3 
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section, the general characteristics of the proposed 
computerizeid course scheduling sv'stern are discussed,,
The? dejfinitions of some conccepts used in course sche?duling 
terminology are as follows s
Period !. Period is the smallest unit of time in the time table. 
Peeriods are numbered conse?cutive?ly through the week.
Pre-assianme?nt When a certain instructor hc»s to meet a certaiin 
class at a certain hour, then this situation is called 
pre-a\ssi gnmc?n t.
Block period assignment If total lecture hours of a course are 
scheduled to consecutive periods in the timetable, this is called 
b1DC к peri od assi gnmen t,
Pattern type j Total lecture hours of a course Cc\n be scheduled 
consecutive1 у or can be distributed to the days of the week, which 
is called paxtteern type.
Instructors desire to have a concentrated schedule to 
the certain days of the vjeek with adegiK^te idle times in between 
their lectures in day. R'egular students desire to have their 
courses distributed evenly over the week with reasonable number of 
idle times between their lectures in at da»y.The desire of irregulatr 
students is to have a conflict free schedule thaat is distributed 
evenly over the week with resonaible numbeer of idle times in
10
between their 1 ec;turciîs in a da^ y.
The desired ca\se would be to sartisfy aill these objectives a\nd 
maike all participants comfortable wjith their schedules but since 
these objectives conflict with each other, in practice it is 
impossible to sa^tisfy all of them fully» The objective of tho:? 
course scheduling problem is to ma\>;imize the number of 
participants; students and instructors who are comfortable with 
their schedules..
3.1. Conflicts of the Problem
A person cannot be in more than one platce? ait the sa^ me time» A 
conflict exist between two simultaneously scheduled courses, if 
one or more students must take both courses or both courses asre 
given by the same instructor. Conflicts of the coursie scheduling 
problem are classified ais instructor conflict, same level or 
d i f f eren t 1 eve 1 con f 1 i c t .
Instructor conflict is the ajl location of am instructor in 
more than one place at the saime period.
Same level conflict is the scheduling of the courses of saime 
year students simu1taneous1y .
Different level conflict is the scheduling of conflicting 
courses a^mong levels at the saame period. Conflicting courses among 
levels are the ones taken by irregulaar students.
11
Satisf <Bc tion of instructor and same level conflicts ic 
essential during the solution of course scheduling problem but 
s£'.tisf action erf different level conflicts catn be relared 
partial ly
3*2. Constraints of the Problem
Constraints of the proposed syste?m are either structural or 
dependent on preferences. Structural constraints are due to scarce 
resources and should be satisfied completely,, On the other hand,, 
preference constraints may be relaxed partially.
3.2.1* Structural Constraints
(1) Classroom constraint
Total number of lectures assigned to a period for all year 
classes cannot be greater than the available number of classrooms 
in that period,,
(2) Admin i s tra t i ve c onstra i n t
Since instructors are. also involved in academic work, 
seminars and meetings, special periods and/or classrooms should be 
reserved for these kind of occasions. The assignment of these 
occasions are performed initially. So vjhen the scheduling starts, 
some of the classrooms in some pjeriods and the correspionding 
periods of the instructors are not available for another
12
aissiqnment.
(3) Strut:tural requirernents of instructors and students
If an instruc.tor, teaching part-time or not;, is involved in 
another work, he/she may not be available in all periods» In tha\t 
case the lecture hours given by these instructors should be 
pre-assigned» The? pre?-assignment of these kind of lectures will 
1 i m i t t h e n u (n b e r o f a v a i 1 a b 1 e p e r i o d s o n h a n d .
An instructor should not meet the same undergraduate class 
third times in any half day, but he/she might meet a class in both 
the morning and the afternoon of one day.
The length of consecutive lectures of an instructor in a day 
must be kept within a resonaible limit. Thus no instructor should 
be asked to lecture for more than four hours per day.
SSince the attendance of part-time students of graduate claiss 
is limited to few days of a week, certain graduate courses with 
related subject matter should be scheduled closely together,
3.2*2. Preference Constraints
Member of staff and students do not prefer lectures early in 
the morning and late in the afternoon.
For even distribution of courses, total lecture hours of each
13
course should be scheduled on two days of the week with one spare 
day in between.
All lectures should be given in the morning in preference to 
the afternoon »
For lunch break, everyday at least one lecture hour should 
be free.
Students do not prefer free hours in between lectures.
Since the instructors may devote one or more days to research 
and outside activities, they do not like their lecture hours 
d i s t r i b u t e d t o a 11 d a y s o f t h e w e e k .
Instructors prefer specific periods of the week for 
1ecturing.
3.3* Schedule Generation
Tht? course scheduling problem is a version of n-job, 
m~machine job shop scheduling problem. If «tn analogy is made for a 
university depc\rtment, jobs are the courses offered in that 
semester and/or year, and machines are the classrooms. Lecture 
hours are processing times of the jobs-
All courses to be given are known in advance. The classrooms 
are? id£?ntica\l and number of classrooms available? are smaller than
.14
the total 1 number of courses,: Lecture hours for each course are 
known in advance. Planning horizon is a week.
Heuristic procedures for course scheduling combine intuitive 
appeal of manual methods with the fast speed of computers. Real 
timetaibling problems camnot be handled either by mathematical! 
programming mode;Is cir by g,>'"aph theoretic approaich without making 
some assumptions. E<ut constructing a schedule step by ste?p by 
heuristics is usually able to handle? all kinds of requirements 
thait a reeail timetabling problem may haive but heuristics havia; the? 
draiwback of giving suboptimal solutions.
The? hcauristic meathod prDpose?d in this study will satisfy 
conflicts (instructcsr and same level) and generate sc:hedule?=i with 
the? le?ast. violaticsn of the? constraints. The methe:)d has there? main 
stages.
(1) Constructing a set of alternative? time?taibles feaisible for 
regulair students
(2) Eliminating time-tables which are? infeasible fe?r the 
instructors
(3) Evaluating the re?maining time?table?s accrording to irregular 
students.
In the first stage feaisible? schedules for re?gular students 
are? generated considering the de?sires and nee?ds of re?gular 
stude?nts and instructors. Instructore- and same leve-1 ccjnflicts are 
satisfied completely and constraints like classroom constraint,
15
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c o n s t r a i n t , 5 1 r- u c; t ti r a 1 r 0 q 1..1 i r e tn e n t. s o f i n 151. r u c t o r s , 
and preferences of instructors and students are tried to be 
satisfied,, Whenever a constraint is violated that schedule iis 
pericxl ized
Among the set of alternative feasible sichedules generated in 
the first stage therei may be some schedules which are infeasible 
when the additional constraiints of the instructors and regular 
students .are taken into accc5unt. In the second stage such 
infeasible schedule?s for the instructors auid regular students are 
eliminated. This eliminattion process is carried out by manual 
inspection.
The remc\ining set of autternative fea^sible schedules at the 
end of second stage are suitable for regular students and 
instructors. In the third stage if a feasible schedule that 
satisfies the desires and needs of a irregular students can be 
found j it is thci optimum schedulEi.. E(ut if a schedule doeis not 
exist the decision maker has to make an evaluation considering the 
conflicts of G?ach irrE?gular student.
3.4. Solution Procedure
T fif B m a in stages o f t e so], u. t i o n p r c:) c e ci i.i r· e a r" e input 
preperation, decision making stage , and generation of the 
reports.
16
3.4.1. Input Preperation
the ntciin atrrays used for data storage are! Class Reicjurement.s 
Matri;·!, Instructor Availability liatri;·:., and Conflict Matri;·;.
Each entry of Class Fiequirement Matrix represents total 
number of lecture hours each instructor is to meet each course in 
a week«
Since each instructor is cxssigned to a course., the? dimension 
of this matrix is nxl, n being the number of courses. There
is a course named 'idle' which is used whenesver it is nescessary to 
make no assignments in certain periods.
The entries of Instructor Availability Matrix indicate the 
availability of each instructor in each period. This matrix is 
nxt; n beincj the? course number eind t being the period. The 
availability of each instructor is given by a set of preferences 
like "A, F',N|,0 eind X". The priorities of these prefe?rence?s are in 
decreasing order, "A" being the preference with the maximum 
priority.
The description of these preferences ares
A ; that course should absolutely be sche?duled to that period 
P : that period is preferred
0 : it. makes no difference if the course of that instructor 
scheduled to that period or not
17
."1. i:>
M ! that period is not preferred
X s that, course? should not be? sche?duled to that period,,
Each instructor is asked to make his/her C3wn choice for 
his/her lecture hcsurs» They are asked to fill a blank timetable 
using the above symbols. It is not essential to use? all the 
symbols. If an instructor is not avaiilable in period t the centry 
should be? "X"„ On the other hand if she/he should absolutely 
lecture in ce?rtain hours duei to a time limitatiorij pre-assignments 
are necessary. It means that entry should be "A", Remaining 
pjrefere?nces do not impose any obligation on scheduling process, 
FT^ r example,, members of staff do not like to lecture early in the 
morning, A priority "N" should be inserted in tfie instructor 
availability matrix for those instructors at that periods. On the 
other hand, if an instructor prefers afternoons for lecturing, "P" 
should be inserted to afternoons. Hence it can be concluded that 
instructor availability msitrix reflects the preference constraints
0 f e a c h i n s t r u c t o r ,
The en triers of Conflict Matrix ax re either 7 ero or one. This 
matrix is an nxn matrix and shows if a course conflicts with 
axnother one?. The entry is zero if course i conflicts with course j 
aind one otherwise. Courses conflict with each other either when 
they aire? taike?n by the saxme yeair students or when they are give?n by 
the same instructor. So conflict matrix can absorb saxme level and
1 n s t r u c t o r c D n f 1 i c t s .
The?re? is am aiddition¿=il array called Classroom Array which is
.18
u B e c;l t o b t. o r e n u m b e r o f c 1 a s b r  o o in b a V' a 1 1 a b 1 e i ri e a c l i p e r i o < :l
The data file prepared can be setan in the appendix» The
first row contains
0Kampls 0, 0, 12,
years there is no
in the third year
SD on ,
The second row contains the codes of the courses» There 
should be '0' at the end of this rovo, which denotes ccjurse IDLE»
The matri)·; succeeding above rows is the instructor- 
availability matrix. The’ detailed informaton of this matrix was 
given above.
The next matrix is the conflict matrix., whose entries are 
either one or zero, depending on the case that courses conflict 
with each othe?r or not.
Each rovAf of the succeeding matrix show number of hour of each 
course in a week, instructor numbers and pattern of the each 
c ou rse, res pec t i ve1y .
The construction of the data file for other years are the
same.
19
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3«4· 2·1· Construction of a Set of Timetables Feasible for Regular 
Students
T e i İ T ii> t r L.i c: t Q r a v a i 1 a b i !l i t y ni a t r * i m o  f c:l i fn e n îb i o n i" iî î t i f i. 1 e d 
w i t h p I" e f e r e n c: e s o f t h e i. n s t r u c: t c) r i:i - S t a r t i n g w i. t h t h e f 1 r t
p e r" i. o d 3 the r“ o w s cd *f i. r i î:> t r · ix c;: t o r * a v a i 1 a b i I i t y îîi a t k * i a r 0 ?b 0 a r" c h e c:} i. n
o r d e r  t o  c h o o s e  th e  c o u r s e  w i t h  t h e  maximurn p r i o r i t y . .  T h i s  i s  th e
f i r s t  d e c: i  s- i. o n r" u 1 e « T I' ) i îb r o w îb e a r c 1 o f t  !* ) e i n b> t  r u c t  o r"
a V a i. 1 a b i  1 i  t  y in a 1: r  .1. x i  s p e i·" f o r" /n e d b y S I!- A R CI-! s i.i b r o u t  i  n e u
A course with priority “A" is B>earched in the firBit period.. 
I f there is no such a course c:) ther" prior-i. ti.es "F"% "Ü" and "N'’
a r" B t r i. e d c o n s e c: i.i t i. v e 1 y « W h e n o n e îb *f t h 0 s e j:) 'r i. o r i t i. 0 b> a r 0 j:) r‘ 0 Bi 0 n t 
in the first period it meanBS that none of the instructors teaching 
t h 0 İB 0 c: o u r b> e b> a r e a v a i. 1 a t) !l e i n t h i b> p 0 r i o c:l ( p r" i o r · i t y f o r a 11 
courses is "X"). In that case this period should be left idle so a 
cour<Be na e d  ID 1..E is asi.gn0c;l,.
If the maximum priority in the firiBt period is “A" then it 
in e a I "I İB t h a t t h e c o r r e s p o n c J i n g c o u r b> e w i 11 a b s o 11.11 e 1 y b e b> c h e d u 1 e cl 
to that period. If the priority xb> "F·"' that period is preferred by
t h a t i n ÎB11·*' u c t or·« I f " 0' ‘ t h e n t h e i n Bri. t r“ u c t o r i s i n d i f f e r e n t t o
have the course Bichcidulci-d to to that period or not. And if the
priority is "M" that period is not preferred by the inBitructor«
3. 4. s. Decision Making
If there iB> only one couriBe in the first period with the
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maximum priority, that course is scheduled to that period. But in 
case of ties another decision rule is used» This second decision 
rule is selecting one of the candidate courses randomly» The 
random selection is performed in subroutine R'ANDOM. THe rsist of 
the candidate courses are stored in a\n arraxy to be retrieved from 
t h i s a r r a y w h e n n e c e s s a r y „
Either single or parallel course assignment ca\se (f or 
non-conf1incting courses) is possible- This decision is given in 
COMFL.ICT subroutine»
When the SEARCH procedure is completed each alternative 
course which is not chosen is compared with the chosen course» 
This comparison is made in CONFT..ICT subroutine using conflict 
matrix» If the chosen course does not have the shaired resources 
like instructors with the other camdidate courses, the entry of 
the chosen courses, the entry of the chosen course with the 
catndidate course? in the conflict martrix is "one"» This means thaAt 
these two courses do not conflict with each other, so cain be 
scheduled paxrallel in the saune period« This is the pairallel course 
assignment case. If the chosen course conflicts with all other 
a\l ternattive courses that a»re not chosen, then there is a single- 
course asignment case. That is either the students or instructors 
are shared» Conflicts of regular students (same level conflict) 
and instructors (instructors conflict) a^ re satisfied in this stage 
of the study.
'*· PATTEilRN subroutine determines the distribution of total
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lecture hours of each selected course through the lecture days of 
the week« Fíat her than assigning total lecture hours of a course 
to consecutive periods in a\ davy., general! aipproaich is distributing 
them to periods of different lecture days« If this distribution is 
not done then the assignment type is named a^ s block period 
assignment« Unless the opposite is started, the lecture hours of 
undergraduaite courses ¿are distributed over the lecture daiys of the 
week« On the cither haand, block period ¿assignment for graaduaate 
courses is very common. Maaking block period ¿assignment or not is 
detisrmined by the instructor ¿and this is fed into the system aas an 
initial data.
It is desired to detasrmine ¿a paittern type for the chosen 
course that haas aa total lecture hours of three hours peek week, 
aand its instructor does not prefer block paeriod aissignment. In 
that case the paattern type is eitheer 2+1 or 1+2.
Anotheer constraaint thaat meiy be faaced is the period
preffa-rences of the instructors. It is supposed thaat there is no 
claissroom constraiint in first ¿and second periods. Then first 
lecture hour of this course is assigned to the first period. E<ut 
to lecture this course in the second period may not be preferred 
by its instructor or impossible. Then the chosen course is 
depleted. On the? other haand, if the? chosen course is to be 
scheduled to the second period with priority "N", then the course 
is assigned but aa cost is incurred. This cost is equal to the 
number of periods with priority "N", that the chosen course is 
assigned. F~or this case, if the priority in the second period of
thi,s course is "N", then the cost incurred is "one",.
After the determination of the pattern type for the candidate 
course, the availability of classrooms is checked. This is done in 
CLABEIROOM assignment subroutine. In case of available number of 
c 1 a s s r o o m s , t h e s e c 1 a s s r o o m s a r e p r e s e r" v e d f o r t l-i e 1 e c t u r e h o !.i r s 
of the candidate cc:iurse(s). But. if all c 1 as£jroomis are occupied 
then no assignment is /rtctde and tihose lecture hours are left idlos.
Assignment, of candidate course(s) to the empty timet£\ble is 
performed in ASS IGNMEINT subroutine. T'aio main events are performed 
in this subroutine.. Either an assignment is made or an assignment 
is deleted. The courses with priority "A" are assigned to the 
desired periods without making any checks. Number of lecture hours 
assigned is equal to the parttern type of the course(i.5) which was 
(were) determined beforehand. A general approaich is to leave at 
least one idle lecture hour for lunch break everyday. So if the 
lecture hours of the candidaite course override the lunch hour, the? 
as'signment of this course is deleted. Morever, during aissigning 
these lecture hours if the? end of the? da\y is reeached before the? 
assignment is compleeted, ajgain de?le?tion is performeed.
Updciting proccedure? for the? instructors is performed in 
1MSTF1’UCT0F'< ccjnflicts aavcjiding subrc?utine. If an instructor is 
teaching courses to more than one leve?l of studc?nts thcan some 
precautions should be taken. Afte?r ¿sssigning the lecture hour(s) 
of such atn instructor in one? le?vt?l, the correponding pc?riods in 
otFiear 1 eve? Is of instructcjr avai la\bi 1 i ty matrix are updated. As atn
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ej! ample sup poise that an in is true tor is lecturing to s>econd and 
third year students» When the coursie iis scheduled to some periods 
in the second year., the corresponding periods in the third year's 
instructor availability matrix should be found,, Then previous 
priorities should be changed to "X",, so that instructor will not 
be forced to lecture his/her second and third year courses in the 
same periods.
The updatincj of instructor availability matrix related to 
courses is done in TIMETABLE IJF’DATING subroutine. This updating 
is necessary for further assignments. Fh"eviously, a pattern type 
Wcis determined for the selected course. This pattern type was the 
distribution of total lecture hours of a course over the days of 
the week. If the total lecture hours of each course is interfered 
by at least one free day the schedule obtained in the end will be 
an uniformly distributed one. In the light of this approach, when 
the assignment of a course? actrording to the? selecrted pattern type 
is performed, the claxss requirement matrix (giving the total 
number of lecture? hours c?ach course? has) is che?e:ke?d and two 
spe?cific pre?cautic?ns are? taken.
After the atssignment, total le?ct.ure hc;>urs is decreased by 
patte?rn type?. If there is no leetture hours left, the pricirities in 
the remaining hours of this assicjne?d cesurse? are? change?d te? "X" up 
to the? enci of the we?ek meaning that the se:;he?e.1ul ing of this c:ourse? 
is comple?te?d. Suppose that sc?me le?cture? he?urs have been a«>signe?d, 
the?n total lecture? hours have bee?n dee;re?ase?d by patte?rn type? and 
aigain sc?me lecture? hours axre? le?ft.' The?se? re?mccining hours should
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not be assigned before the day after therefore the availab.i.e 
periods for assigning that course should be reduco^d. What is done 
is updating all the prioritie?s up to the end of that day plus up 
to the end of the following day. All the priorities in those 
periods are changed to "X"„
The assignment proceodure described in detail in this section 
is applied in the same manner to all periods until the last period 
is reached or no courses are left for assignment. Then the whole 
procedure is repeated for another year until the weekly course 
schedules of all year are obtained. If there remains some courses 
unassigned when the end of the week is reached, then it means that 
subject to the given constraints a feasible solution does not 
e!;ist. In such cases the constraints should be relaxed. R'elaxing 
the preferance constriaints of the instructors is a suggested 
precaution in such cases. These preferences may be too demanding 
for the problem on hand, so they need to be smoothed.
Generating all possible schedules is computationally 
infeasible. Hence number of schedules to be generated for each
year of regular students is left to the decision maker. Each
course schedule set generated has a certain cost. This cost is the 
sum of all costs incurred to each year's schedule when the
c D n s t. r a i n t. s a r e v i o 1 a t e d . T h e t o t a 1 c o s t c) f e v e r y s c! i e d u 1 e s e t
will be one of the criteria for choosing the final schedule set in 
the e?nd. If the cost incurring procedure is summari ze'd, one will 
notice thre types of cost incurring. A cost is incurred when 5
(1 ) a CDuriBe with priority "A" is viola ted or
(2 ) a course with priority "F"'" is violated or
(3) a course witli priority "N" is violated.
When a course with priority "A" is violated,, it means that 
there is no available classrooms in those periods. Therefore tFiat 
course cannot be assigned to tiiose periods,, Tf'iis situation is 
eitl'ier tole.'••••ated or classroom capacity should be increased. Tliere 
are two t'/pes of cost incurring occasions to a timetable wlien tiie 
priority "P" is violated. Either t Fie re are many alternative 
courses witl") priority and some of tlnem are fatliomed witli the
second decision rule or there is ncj aivailable classroom for tlie 
rest of periods of a course wFiich is a candidate for assignment 
process. F’inally a cost is incurred when a course with priority 
"N" is violated. This violation occurs wF>en tFie course cFiosen witFi 
tine first decision rule among alternativo^ courses ttave the 
priority "N" . Otlner violation is due to tine second decision rule. 
!"T:)r example, using the second decision rule a pattern type of two 
periods is determined for a course.·, F-irst period is preferred but 
if the following per'iod is not pr-E?f er’redtine cour'se has to l.ne 
assigned to a peiriod wFiicFi is not de?sired.
3» 4. icS. 2. Elimination of Infeasible Timetables Considering the 
Instructors
Timeitatales obtained in the previos section are? feasible? for 
regular students. Among these timetables obtained there may be 
some? whicin are infeaisible wF'ien the additional constraints of the
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instructors are taken into account. For example,, daily load of 
each instructor should be limited. Thus the ti/netables in which an 
instructor is asked to lecture for more than four hours per daiy 
a r e e 1 i m i n a t Gi d . F u r t h e r m o r e , i! i s t r u c t a r s d o n o t 1 i k e t h e i i- 1 e c t !.i r e 
hours distributed to all lecture days of the week due to other- 
obi igat ions. The timi·:?tables in which the l&?cture hours of an 
instructor arei distributed to more than three lecture days of th&i 
wscjk are eliminated. The (elimination of the?<5Gj kind of timetables 
thait au'-e infeaxsible for the inart rue tors atrei proposed to be done by 
manual inspection.
3*4.3. Evaluat-ion of Timetables Considering -the Irregular 
Students
All studiants dcj not follow th(? regular curriculum of a yeia\r„ 
Some; of them hac\/e; to take trourses frenm different years' c:urricul a . 
If this is not the? case?, The? scrheduling proceass of e;ach y(aa\r would 
be? easier bcatraiuse? only the ins true: tors ,and classrooms wrjuld be; 
sha\re?d among Icavels. But at this stage in aidditicin to instruc:tor 
ain(d claissroejm shau"ing, (zcji-irses are shaire(d amom:) differeant yeaasrs 
because? irrege.ilar students ta\kc?; courseas from these diffG?re?nt 
years' curric:ula. As the number of irregu 1 ar stude?n ts of a 
depcU’tmen t increasieas, handling the course scheduling s.ystc?m 
be(rome?s mors? (romplex.
E:'ac:h i r r e g u l a r  s t u d e n t  takeas a s e t  cvf co(..(rse;s from d i f f i s r e n t  
yea£irs' c u r r i c u l u m » The? prcablem a t  th iis  s ta g e  o f th(3 s tu d y  i s  to  
sealcact the? beast timeataiblca seat amon(3i the? availabli?? timeatabli?; sr>ets
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w h i. 1 e c D n B i cl e r i n g t. h e c: o n f 1 i c t i r r e g í..í I a r s t n d e n t b  ,T n 11"! e 1 i g I' l t a f 
thiSj the main philosophy pf the proposed approac-h is to compau'-e 
the set of courses of an irregular student with each se?t of 
avi-ailable timetables and determine the number of c:c;nf I ic ting 
periods,, then repeait the procedure for all irregular students.,
A timetable set with minimum ccjst and no conflicts for all 
irregular students except one irregular at first sight may seem to 
be good candidate for selection. 13ut if most of the courses of 
this irregulc\r'student conflict with each other j the decision 
maker should eliminate this alternative. On the other hand, the 
selection of a timet,able set in which all the irregulcU'" students 
have some conflicting hours can be a better decision, or the 
selection of a timeteible set with maiximum total cost but
relatively least amount of conflicts for all the irregulars can be 
a g Dod d ec i s i on »
3. 4» 4. Reports Generation
F or· e a c h o f t f ib g r a d u t e n d u n d e r g r a d u a t e c 1 a s s , t h e w e e k 1 y 
timetable are obtained. These weekly timetables show which course 
will be given in which period to which group of students during a 
week
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY
I Iie a t:l a p t: e cJ c:: c:? m j: ) u  t  e r* i  ed c .  o u f"" 0  <::>c:: ı^0  d u 1 i  ini q «:> y ·::> 10 li) )::) r  o p o s 0  ci i   ^
c a r r i e d  o u t  f o r  g e n e r a t i n g  t h e  c o u r s B  s c h e d u l  es o f  1990"*1991 
f a  1 ]. seiyjester  o f  D e p a r  tinen t  o f  Managemen t  o f  B i  1 ken t  Un i  v e r s i  t y  . 
T h e  r e q u i r e d  d a t a  t o  c o n s t r u c t  t i ie  t i m e t a b l e  a r e  t h e  f o l  1 o w i n g s  u
1 » h e n Li in b 0 r a f i n s t ¡^" u c t o 1·" ?ih-
2 . T li e n u fn b e r o f c 1 a s e ii>
„ T1") 0 n u fi) I:) 0 v' o f c: o u r i:i> 0 s
4 . TI"i e n u m b e r a f r e g u 1 a r a n d i r r e g u 1 a r s t u d e n t s
5« The number of lecture hours each day 
6 » The number of lecture days each week
Of these^ the number of regular students and irregular 
students are not used since it is very difficult to find number of 
t h 0 i:i> 0 s 1 1.1 d 0 n t i:»»
There are five different level of classes;; firsts second., 
third and fourth being undergraduate and the fifth one being the 
g r" a d u ate c 1 a <·:> s . A 11 f i. r s t yea 1^ · c o u r e a r e n a n d e p a r" t in e n t a!.
courses
Ther"e are foixr c:lepar-1 ii)enta 1 cour -<h>e a n d  f o u r nonc:lepar"tny0 n ta  1 
c o u r* s 0 s in  s 0 c o n d ye a  r  5 o f 1 1") 0 s 0 f i v e  o f t  h e m In a v 0 t  w o o r  
t  l"y r  e s e c t  i o n s « F o r t  In e t  h i. r d yea r  c: o u r  s e s t  In e r  e a r  e f i v e
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d B p a t in s n't 3. J. cl n d t h r b b n o n d e p ci r t in e n t. a 1 c o ti r' 5 e s . F o t.i r' o f t, h 0 b b 
d 0 p a r t m e n -1: a 1 c o u r s e s h a v e t w o b b  c t i o n s .
For the fourth year, there are seven departinenta 1 and three 
nondepartment£i 1 courses? a.1.1 are one section..
In the fifth year there are only five departmental courses..
The number of lecture pe?riods in each dan/ is nine,, starting 
from 8„40 am until 5„30 pm„ Each period is fifty minutes for 
lectures,, F"or lunch break everyday 12.;30 to 1.40 pm is generally 
left idle. F-Mna\lly, eacl"i week has five lecture days.
All of the courses of tine first year students are 
nondeipartmental and students; tíi\ke thesie courises in large groups; 
with other departmen ts5. In 'second., third and fourth year- 
curricula, there are four or three nondepisrtmental courses. In 
this study, finst year cour'ses were taken as given since all
in's true torsi of tl'ie'se coursiesi are almosit paxrt.time i nsit rut: tors „
F-"‘art---time instructor's are not aivaiilable in all days and hour's of 
the week. Therefore these coursies; have to be pre--assigned.
Second year courses are also pre.assigned 'since they are
alsio taken by other departments. In the sicheduling of these s-iecond 
year course's, it is tried that 'they do not conflict wi-hh firsit 
year courses:·.
.‘.'The preferencesi of eacF'i instructor arei input to tfie
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iriBtructor availability matrix of tlie coitipiaterized course 
ischsduling system,, T.bese preferences are prerference constraints of 
the instructors which are tried to be satisfied but are tolerated 
H h e n n e c e s s e r y ,
F"or academic meetings a pre-determined half day of every 
instructor can be kept idle in order to allow them to meet at 
that half day. Tfiis requirement is ¿ilso input, as a pre—a\ssi(:jnment „ 
Furthermore, i^ rjecial requirements of full-time instructors can 
easily be fed into the system as pre-assignment. For example, if 
an instructor does not want to have one free day in between his 
le-'ct.ures but prefers them to be scheduled to two consecutive days 
of the week then this request can be handled in the pre-assignment 
rou t i n e .
A f t e r t h e p r e a s s i g n m e n t p r o c e s s a n d .i. n p u 11 i n g t h e
preferences of the instructors are.completed, conflict matrix is 
inputted. If one course has a conflict with another case, a zero 
is given. If it has not got a conflict, then a one is given.
Each instuctor is cjiven a different integer number. T,his 
number is '0 ' if he/she does not teach any other course to a 
different year, E(ut if this not the case, a positive integer 
number is given to this instructor in all different levels.
When all data is entereid, the prograxm is run for the first 
stage of the assignment process. The scheduling of courses for all 
levels is performed in an increasing order. First the courses of
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f i r s t  y e a r  s t u d e n t s . ,  t h e n  s e c o n d t h i r d f o u r t h  and  f  i . f  t h  y e a r  
s  t  u d ei"j t  s  a r- e  s c  1 ¡1 e d u ;i. ec;l, Du r  i  n g t  \i e  a i  g n men t  p r" a c e  s  i i i i i r {a >i i  ly^ {..1 yri 
r 11..1 iVi t) e  r" o f  c o  u r" e  a iii> iis· i  g n e  d c o n c u r- v" 0 n t; I y f  o r · e  a c. I* 1 c I a iii> i  t  w o «
S i n c0 11··)0 pI'·’ogK"afT) i s  wr“i  11en f oi"* a sma ;i. 1 cJepartyyi0 n t  i.n METIJ ,, 
a n e s I*· j o u J. (i ni 1 a k e s o yy y e a d j  u <::> t  rn e i"»t  <fi> c;l u r  1 n g t  h e e x e c: u t  i  o n o f t  li e
|3 r  ag r  ayn « A is an 0 x ayyy p 10 f i  r" t  ye a  r  a au r  s 0 s yyy a y l"y a v 0 0 i. g li t  s 0 c: t  i  c:)n
for one course« Thus., one should assign only two section of this 
<::: o u r* «i> 0 and 0 x p) a n ci it i n t o 0 i g h t 0 c: t i o»y a f 10 r* g 0 11 i n g o u t p i.i t « T h 0 n 
h e / l*y 0 ii> f‘1 o u 1 c:l r e d u c: e t ^y e a v a i. 1 a b 1 e n u yy b e r' o f c: 1 a s s r o c:) y yi:f> i n t h e 
S 0 c D n d 0 ;-i 0 C U t  i O n
i' h 0 p r” o g V' a iy g e n e r" a t e «:> d i f f e r e n t <i:> c! 10 d i.i 10 «·> f o r' d i *f f e r e n t i> e e c:l 
n Li yy b 0 r u T hi 0 r" 0 f o I'" 0 n i n o r d 0 r * t o a b 1: a .1. n a p r” 0 f 0 r r g? d t i m 01 a b 10 o r y 0 
yyyay execute the prograryy ynore than one with different seed nuyyybers..
The generated outputs can be seen in Appendix B«
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION
In this istudy, the details of constructing a computerii^ed 
coutrsescheduling system for an university deptartment is discussed,.
The data input to the computerized course scheduling systeim, 
processing methods of the data a»nd finally results obtained from 
the system are prejsented in detail in previous chapters.
Timetabling problems can be very different between one school 
and another one5 even in the same educational system. Therefore 
dev6?loping a universal timetabling problem which could be used 
everywhere is not reasonable.
This study proved that using the fiacilities of a computer 
during a course scheduling rather than manual scheduling saived 
time and effort. Furthermore, as the system is a large one, to 
control desires, needs,· conflicts and constraints of ecich 
participcuit and in the end to obtain ai good result manually is not 
possible. The proposed computerized course scheduling system 
introduced flexibilty, made the job of the schedular very much 
easier than the old manual system, and the results obtained were 
better than the results obtaiined by manual scheduling.
5.2. A Proposed Integrated Information System and Further Research
Designing a camputsri;:ed course scheduling sub'-siystem for an 
educa\tional system and implementation of this sub-'-s'/stem 
independently is not adequate becouse an educational iHiystem has 
mainv' Cither subsystems auid at 11 the;se sub-systeims work more 
effectively together in the system than if they were operating 
independently« This complete system is called a\n in tegraitei'd 
information system for an educartiona^l system. The specific 
objectives cjf a computerized integraxted information system atre to 
provide informaition for decision making on planning, organizing, 
and controlling major activities of the system, and initiating 
auction. Main steps in designing such a computerized integrated 
informaxtion axre to design and computerize eaxch sub-system and 
construct the interactions axmong them. In this section, the 
necessaxry files for constructing the complete informaition system 
are given. Designing cjther sub-systems, constructing the 
in te?ractiori5 among them, finally designing the complete
computerized integrated information system are left to a further 
reseaxrch«
The proposed files for the efficient operation of
computerized integrated information system are:
(1 ) students records file
(2 ) f a c u 1 1 y mem b e i" s f i 1 e 
(rs) £?}!axminaxtions file
( 4 ) b u d g e t a n d p u r c h a s i n g i n f o r m a t i o n f i 1 e
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('5 ) i:l 0 p a r t in 0 n t p 0 r i о d i c: a 1 iij f :i. 10
(6 ) seminars file
(7 ) research activities fils
(В ) p 1 a n n X n q d e i:;: i i о n s f i 1 e
( 9 ) d 0 p a ’Г t in 0 n t gene r a 1 a d п) i. n i t r a t i. v 0 w о r к <·!> f i ;i. 0
(1 0 ) other departments infomation f :i. le
I·"' V" o c 0 s s i. n g all d a t a s t o r e cJ i n t ii o <;·> 0 *f i. 10 i.i s i n g t In 0
f ac j. 1 i t i 0 G f a c ofii pu t e r i s ino r e ea i e r t In an p r c:)c: es s i n g t hein
manually.. Because there are large volume of data elements involved 
i n t h e s y s 1 0 i j;c a n cJ v" e (;| i.i i r e d d a t a j:) r* c:) c e s s i n g o j:) e r“ a t i o n <·:> a r e
coinp 1 0>i« FuV"tIn0rinor"e, tIner0 is a j:jroceliijlising ti.rne con<51rain t;
amount of time permitted between when the data are available to be 
r 0 c Q ]'■' d 0 cJ a n d w In 0 in t In 0 i n f o r in a t i o n i s 1·"* e q u i r 0 d i 1 i m i t e d T In 0 e
a r“ 0 s IX f f i c: i e ni t r e a i:i> o n f o r" p r o p o i n g a c in iyi |:) u t e r" j. z e d data
j:;) r· <n c: 0 s i n g in 01 In o d .
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CHANGES MADE in ADAPTING the PROGRAM 
to DATA GENERAL from BURROUGHS 9000
F<unn ing t  he prog i···am w l " i ih i^ wv-i 110 n i n F or t  ran 1V f ar 
Bu r roug l-iiiiij 9000 i i i iyteii) i. rii D a t a  Ben 0 ra 1 y s  te n { i  i:i> n o t  pos <3 i. b 1 e 
b e c o u iiii 0 o f t  lAi o in a i. n r 0 a o n s
(1) T In0 1'"e i fi:> n d F·"d r t r·an IV c oinpi 1 er i. n Data Ben 0ra 1 yteii).
Data General computer system posii:>0S0s F'ortrain 77 compi ler.
(2 ) There are some differences in statement 
d e c 10 r a t i (n n s a n cJ s t a 1 0 in e n t e x e c: u t i o n s „
statement
"!" In e f  o 11 o w i. n g <;·> a r" e t  b e c:; In a n g e <!·> iiii a c;l 0 i  in a c:l a p t  i  in g t  hi e p r o g r a m 
f r o m B u rro u g h s  9000 s y s t e m  t o  D a t a  G e n e r a l  s y s t e m «
l,r V a r i b l e  dec 1 e r a t i o n s  i n  t h e  mai n p r og r a m  moved so t h a t  t h e y  
p r e c e d e  f i l e  d e c l e r a t i o n s  «
2.. In Burroughs system., it is allowed to use 
statement, but not in DG« They are modified in lines so as 
p r e V e r i t t hi e e r r o r·«
|r in between two
 to
3 « F i. 1 e d e c 1 e r a t i o n s i;
 ^ FILE 1 (K1IMD^ ::=F?EMDTE)
This statement shows output file which writes 
console (ie, screen)- This is changed to.';
38
its DU at
□PEN (6.,F:[LE='0UTPUT' ) or OPEN ( 6 , FILE= ' (§L. i ST ' ) 
depending on the purpose whether to get outptit on screen or as 
hardcopy respec t i ve 1 y »
t FILE 2 (K1ND=REN0TE)
This irs the input file which reads from screen» New file 
dec 1 eration s
OPEN (5,F 1LE='@1NPUT')
t FILE 3 (1<IND=^ =DISK,, PROTECT 10N=^d3AVE, NEWFILE)
This is used for opening a new file which is to be stored on disk.. 
T h e e q u i v a 1 e n t o n e i n D G i s s
OPEN ( 3,, F 1 LE= ' SCRATCH ' , STATUS= ' OLD ' )
But this statement is written ais command since the function of 
this file is achived through opening and closing file within the 
program.
t FILE 4 (KIND=DISKi, FILETYPE=7)
In DG,
OPEN (4, FILE='SCRATCH', STATUS^'FRESH', RECF='DYNAMIC')
Since in DG system, a dynamic file should posses unformatted data, 
this file is opened a\nd closed within the program. *
* FILE 5 ( l<:;iMD:==DISK,, TITLE= ' DATAM' , FILETYPE==7)
This is the inp)ut file, being the most important one among files,. 
It contains instructor availability matrix, classroom availability 
matrix, pcittern type?, numbe?r of course hours and conflict matrix.. 
The? e?quivale?nt DG system file iss
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ОРЕМ (1 , FI LE= ' DA TAM ' , STATUS^==' OU:)' ) 
t FILE 6 (KIND=DISK5 ТГП_.Е= ' OUT” ^ PR'OTECTInN=:SAVE )
This is the file which ссэп tains pre-assignmen ts and
nondepartme?ntcxl courses. The? equivalent one in DO iss 
OPEN (2, Г· I LE= ' OUT ' , S TATUS= ' NEW ' )
This is also made an command file for the reasons mentioned above?,
 ^ FILE 7 (KIND=^=DISK, TITLE=' IRRE6ULAR" , FILETYPE·:^:?)
Irreegulaxr stude?nt name? and courses are kept, in this file in orde?r 
to obtain the least conflicting output. The equivale-?nt. one? in DO 
i s г
OPEN (7, FILE='IRF;E6ULAR' , STATUB= ' OLD' , F‘AD=:^ ' YES ' )
4, In Burroughs syste?mj the unformatte?d data is re?ad by the?
fо 11 c.?wing stateement;
READ /,
Where?cXB in DO it should be !
READ (1 ■, * ) ,
Thus cxli stcxte?ments containing '/' ft?r re?ading unfcjrmatted data 
we-?re? change?d to 't'. Also,
PRINT /
s t a te?men t s we re c han g ed tc?,
PRINT t
5. The? hc?Kade?cimal de?c le?ration 
DATA Fd"/ZOOOOOOOOOOOOC/
is usM??d ft?r outputting the ргсздгат commcxnds at screeen,
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In WRITE
stivitementB, F-OFiMAT contains Cl for this purpose. In DG tl'iese? Cl 's 
were chanc^ed to A1 „
6 . CHANGE- (3, TITLE=LAST) 
statement v*jas changed to
OF’EM ( 4 , FI LE= ' LAST ' , BTATUS= ' OLD ' )
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APPENDIX B
COURSE SCHEDULE FOR THE FIRST YEAR
MON TUE WED THU FRI
O S :40"09:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
09:40-10:30 0 C) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
10:40-11:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
11:40-12:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
12:40-13:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 C) C) 0 0
13:40-14:30 C) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
14:40-1^3:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
15:40-16:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
16:40-17:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 C) 0 0 0
COURSE SCHEDULE FOR THE 2ND YEAR
MON TUB WED THU FRI
OB! 40--09:2:0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
09:40"10 s 30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
10S40--115 30 0 0 0 C) 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 :40-12s30 0 0 0 0 C)
0 0 C) 0 0
1 2 : 40-"13: 30 0 0 0 C) 0
0 0 C) C) 0
13s40-14s30 0 0 0 0 0 .
0 0 C) 0 C)
14s40-15s30 0
0
0
i.")
0
0
0
0
0
0
15540-16530 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
16 s 40-17 s 30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
COURSE SCHEDULE FDR THE 3RD YEAR
MON TUE WED THU FRV
08! 40-09 s clO 31300 0 0 3134132 0
0 0 0 0 0
09 5 40-10 s 30 31300 3132132 3134131 3133132 0
0 0 0 3132131 0
10:40-11s30 3136132 3133131 3136132 3132132 0
3136131 0 3136131 0 0
11:40-12:30 3136132 3133131 31300 3132132 0
3136131 0 0 0 0
12:40-13:30 C) 0 0 0 0
0 0 C) 0 0
13:40-14:30 3134131 3133132 915300 3133131 31341 - - I ·
0 0 0 0 31321 31
14:40•15:30 3134131 3133132 94300 0 31341 32
0 0 0 0 31321 31
15:40-16:30 0 97300 94300 0 0
0 0 0 C) 0
16:40-17:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
COURSE SCHEDULE FOR THE 4TH YEAR
MON TUE WED THU f r :
08 s 40--09:30 31400 31431 31433 31461 31401
0 0 0 0 0
09:40-10 s 30 31400 31431 31433 0 31403
0 0 0 0 0
10s40-11s30 31433
0
31461
0
31411
0
31431
0
31403
0
11:40-12s30 31403 31461 31403 31431 0
0 0 0 0 0
12:40-13s30 0 0 0 0 C)
Cj 0 0 C) C)
13:40-14:30 31411 97400 31401 0 94400
0 0 0 0 0
14:40-15:30 31411 95400 31401 0 94400
0 0 0 6 0
15 s 40-16 s 30 0 0 31400 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
16:40-17:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
COURSE SCHEDULE FDR THE 5TH •YEAR
MON TUE WED THU FRI
08 s 40-09!30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
09!40“10s30 31531 31541 31531 31541 0
0 0 0 0 0
10:40-11¡30 ' 31531 31541 31521 31561 0
0 0 0 0 0
11:40-12:30 31521 0 31521 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
12:40-13:30 0
0
Q
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13:40-14:30 0 0 0 0 31561
0 0 0 0 0
14:40-15:30 0 0 0 0 31561
0 0 0 0 0
15:40-16:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
16:40-17:30 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
APPENDIX
Cif:
C*
Cü(
C»
COMMON TT(20,48,5),ROOM(45),ASSA(45,5),PASSA(45,5),COURSE(20,5), 
)Î<IINDEX(20,45,5) ,BAD(20,6,5) , CONF ( 20,20,5 ) ,NC(20) ,NN(5) ,N,T, 
.iKPERSUM ( 20,10,5), NCORSE (150) , OPCODE (150,10) , CONFCT (150 ) ,
*NAME(150,24),NUMBER(5),NOC(5) 
c haraç ter ücl ANSWER 
CHARACTER til HOUR(9)
CHARACTERÜ(3 GUN ( 5)
CHARACTER 12 MC1,MC2,MC3,MC4,MC 
CHARACTERÜÎ 5 LAST (1) / ' LAST. ' / 
double precision FF
INTEGER T ,PT,TTT,CLASS,DD,D ,FLAGl,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG4,FLAGS,FLAGS, 
JKFLAG7, FLAGS, KPP, KPN, BAD, ROOM, ASSA , PASSA, CONF , COURSE, 
fiPERSUM, OPCOD, NOPCOD, OPCODE, DAY, TI ME, PER IOD (10 ) , HRS , SEED , TT, 
Sn'COST ( 5 ) , TTCOST, DUMMYCEN , HARF 
MC1==' ST'
MC2='ND'
MC3='RD'
MC4==' TH'
DATA (GUM(I),I=1,5)/ 'MON','TUE','WED','THU','FR1'/ 
t ( HOUR ( I ) , I·“·! , 9 ) / ' 08 : 40-09 s 30 ' , ' 09 : 40-10 ! 30 ' , ' 10 : 40--11 s 30 ' , 
t' 11 s40--12s30' , ' 12i40“13:30' , ' 13:40-14;30' , ' 14 : 40-15 s 30 ' , 
ifc' 15 s 40-16 s 30 ' , ' 1S : 40-17 : 30 ' /
DATA FF/Z'OOOOOOOOOOOC'/
FLAGl=--=-0 
FLAG2=0 
FLAG3:=0 
FLAG4=0 
FLAG5=0 
FLAG6=0 
FLAG7=0 
FLAGS=0 
N0=0
OPEN (¿•),FILE='@L1ST' )
OPEN ( 5 , FI LE= ' (§ INPUT ' )
OPEN (3,FILE='SCRATCH' ,STATUS= ' OLD' )
OPEN (4, FI LE=' SCRATCH' , STATUS»' FRESH' , RECFM»' DY.NAM IC ' )
OPEN (1,FILE='DATAM',STATUS»'OLD')
OPEN (2,F i LE»'OUT' ,STATUS»'NEW' )
OPEN (7,FILE='IRRE6ULAR',STATUS»'OLD',PAD»'YES')
READING THE INPUTS FROM DATA FILE 
READd,*) (NN(J) ,J=1,5)
746
99
61
10 0
Ct
59
/ · ·;, .1 
·!·*·· .A.
234
C*
503
599
C*
468
593
597
DO 100 J=l,5 
NMN=NNiJ)
READ(!,*)(COURSE(N,J ),N=1,NNM+1)
IF(NNN.EQ.O) 60 TO 746 
DO 3 N==1,NM(J)
BAD(N,1,J )^COURSE(N,J )
DO 5 N=1,NM(J)+1
READ (1,99) ( TT (N, T , J ) , T=·-·! , 45)
FORMAT(45A1)
COMTIiNlUE
IF(MM(J )„EQ.0) GO TO 100
READ (!,!):)((CONF (N, IMK, J ) , M=1, MM ( J ) ) , NIOl , MM (J ) )
DO 61 T=46,4S
READ (1,!{:)( TT (M , T , J ) , M'-=l, MM ( J ) +1)
COMTINUE
READ (1, !|!) (ROOM ( T ) , T=1,45 )
CHOOSING THE OPTION 
WRITE (6,, 21) FF
FORMAT(Al,lOX,'1-ENTER DATA FOR GENERATING TIMETABLE SET')
WRITE(6,22)
FORMAT(11.X,'2-FIMD THE CONFLICTS OF IRREGULAR STUDENTS')
WRITE(6,23)
FORMAT(11X , '3-EX IT' )
WRITE(6,234)
FORMAT(iOX,'CHOOSE YOUR OPTION r (1/2/3)')
READ(5, %) MUM
GO TO (468,503,559),MUM
WRITE(6,599) FF
FORMAT (10X,A1,'PLEASE WAITii CONFLICTS OF IRR. 3TS„ ARE SEARCHED') 
CALL IRREG 
NIM=1 
GO TO 69
IF(NIP.ME.1) GO TO 24 
NIP=0
WRITE(6,593)
FOR'MATdOX, ' YOU HAVE ENTEFI'ED OPTION 1 BEFORE')
WRITE(6,597)
FORMAT(/lOX,'NOW GO ON TO FIND THE CONFLICTS OF IRREG. STUDENTS') 
WRITE(6,767)
7 67 FORMAT(lOX,'SEND NULL INPUT TO CONTINUE') 
READ(5,50) NULL 
BO TO 59
Cif!
24
25
307
305
( OR = TO 13 DIGITS ) )
C)K
c$
WRITE(6,25) FF 
FORMAT(lOX,A1,'SEED 
READ(5,!^·) SEED 
PR I NT:ii' SEED=' , SEED 
WRITE (6,30 5) f-F
FORMAT( lOX 5 A1 5 ' DO YOU WANT TO USE LAST DATA OF" OPTION 1 
t (Y/N)')
READ ( 5,50 ) ANSWER- 
GO TO 1234,
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'N') GO TO 306 
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'N') GO TO 306
READING THE LAST DATA ABOUT NON--DEPARTMENTAL COURSES 
AND PRE-··ASSIGNMENTS FROM FILE
print)!·:, ' ok up to here'
1234 OF-EN ( 4 , FI LE==' LAST ' , STA"njS==--' o Id')
DO 310 J=l,5 
IF(J.EQ.l) MC=MC1 
IF( J ,,EQ.2) MC=MC2 
IF(J.EQ.3) MD=MC3 
IF(J.EQ.,4) MC=MC4 
IF(J„EQ.5) MC==MC4 
READ(4i,!|{) NUMBER(J)
IF(NUMBER(J ).EQ.0) GO TO 355 
DO 313 IS=1,1MUMBER(J)
FJEAD ( 4 , * ) NOPCOD 
READ(4,*) HRS 
IP=2
DO 312 1=1,HRS
READ(4,)K) DAY, TIME
PERIOD( I )=9)K(DAY“-1)+TIME
IF(ASSA(PERIOD(I),J).NE.O) GO TO 315
ASSA(PERIOD(I),J )=NOPCOD
f=;ERSUM (NN ( J ) +1S, 1, J ) =NOPCOD
PERSUM(NN(J )+IS,IP,J )=PERIOD(I)
PRINT*,'PERSUM=',PERSUM(NN(J)+IS,IP,J)
:i3
IF-IP+l 
GO TO 314
315 PASSA(PERIOD(I),J )=NOPCOD
PERSUM (NN (J ) + 1S, 1 J ) =NOPCOD 
PERSLiM ( NN ( J ) -I-1S, IP, J ) =PER I OD ( I )
PRINT t , 'PERSON^' ,PERSUM(NN(J ) + 1S,1P ,J )
IP=IP+1
314 READ(4,50) ANSWER
1F (ANSWER.EQ.'Y ') ROOM(PERIOD(I))=ROOM(PERIDD(I))-1 
DO 311 N=1,NN(J)+1 
TT ( N PER I OD ( I ) , J ) =1HX 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
355 READ (4., 50) ANSWER
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'N') GO TO 341 
READ(4,$) NOC(J )
DO 318 IL=1,N0C(J)
READ(4,$) OPCOD 
READ (4 t ) URS
DO 317 I=1,HRS
READ(4„ ¡!<) DAY, TIME
PER I OD ( I ) ( DAY-1) +TI ME
A3SA(PERIOD(I),j )=OPCOD
NK=NN(J )+NUMBER(J )
PERSUM(NK+IL,1,J )=OPCOD 
PERSUM (N K-i-1L , IP, J ) =PER I OD ( I )
C t PR I NT * , ' PERSUM==' , PERSUM (M K+1L , IP, J )
IP==IP+1
DO 319 N==1,NN(J)+1 
TT(N,PERIOD(I),J )=1HX 
319 CONTINUE
ROOM(PERIOD(I))=ROOM(PERIOD(I))-1
317 CONTINUE
318 CONTINUE
341 READ(4,50) ANSWER
IFCANSWER.EQ.'N') GO TO 310 
READ(4,*) MDAY,MHR,MDUR 
MPER=9*(MDAY-1)+MHR 
DO 320 IH=MPER,MPER+MDUR-1
5£3
28
54
DO 320 N=1,NN(J)
TT(Mj, IH, J)=1HX 
320 CONTINUE 
310 CONTINUE 
GO TO 9
C* INPUTTING THE DATA INTERACTIVELY FOR TT SET GENERATION
•306 OF’EN (-3 ,FILE=' out' , status=' new' )
DO 10 J=l,5 
IF(J.EQ-l) MC=NC1 
IF(J,EQ.2) MC=MC2 
IF(J.EQ»3) MC==MC3 
IF(J.EQ.4) MC=MC4 
IF(J.EQ,5) >IC=MC4 
WRITE(6,28) FF,J,MC
FORMAT(lOX,A1,'NO. OF NON-DEPT. COURSES OF',2X,I1,1X ,A2,2X- 
* ' YEAR== ? ' )
WRITE(6 ,54)
FORMATdOX,-ENTER ZERO IF THERE IS NO NON-DEPT, COURSE') 
READ(5,*) NUMBER(J )
WRITE(6,81) FF,NUMBER(J )
FORMAT (lOX , A1, ' NUMBER OF NON-DEPT , COURSES^^= ' , 2X , 12)
WRITE(6,52)
FORMAT(lOX,'CORRECT ? (Y/M)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF ( ANSWER . E(3, ' N '·) GO TO 58 
IF(ANSWER,NE.'Y ') GO TO 58 
WRITE(3,*) NUMBER(J )
IF(NUMBER(J ).EQ.0) GO TO 55 
DO 13 IS~1,NUMBER(J)
WRITE(6,29) FF
FORMAT (1 OX, Al,'OPTIC CODE OF NON-DEPT, COURSE- '?'' )
READ(5,*) NOF'COD 
WRITE (6,46) FF, NOF'COD
FORMAT(lOX,A1,'OPTIC CODE OF NON-DEPT, COURSE-',2X,I7)
WRITE(6 ,57)
57 FORMAT(lOX,'CORRECT ? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF(ANSWER,EQ.'N') GO TO ^7 
lE(ANSWER,NE.'Y ') GO TO 67 
WRITE(3,!K) NOPCOD 
79 WRITE(6,30) FF
67
29
46
(NO. OF HRS/WEEK)')
LECTLIFiE HOUF";= ?' )
30 FORMAT(lOX,A 1 ,'LECTURE HOURS= ?
READ(5,*) HRS 
IF(HRS.EQ.O) GO TO 79 
WRITE(6 ,6 8 ) FF,HRS
68 FORMAT(lOX,A1 ,'LECTURE HOURS/WEEK=',2 X ,1 2 )
WRITE(6 ,121)
121 FORMAT(lOX,'CORRECT ? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER
50 FORMAT(Al)
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'N') GO TO 79 
IF(ANSWER,ME -'Y ' ) GO TO 79 
WRITE(35*) HRS 
IP==2
DO 12 I==U. „HRS
84 WRITE(6„31) FF
31 FORMAT(14X„Al„'LECTURE DAY= ?,
WRITE(6,116)
116 FORMAT(/lOX,'ENTER 1,2„3,4 OR 5 FOR LECTURE DAY') 
WRITE(6„111)
111 F0RMAT(16X,'1„2„.„,3 OR 9 FOR LECTURE HOUR')
READ(5,*) DAY„TIME
WRITE(6,118) FF,DAY,TIME
118 FORMAT (10X,A1, ' LECTUF?E DAY=' ,2X, I2,6X, 'LECTURE HOUFi= ' ,2X, 12) 
WRITE(6,32)
82 FORMAT (lOX, 'CORFCECT ? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER
IF (ANSWER. EG!. ' N ' ) GO TO S4
IF ( ANSWER NE, ' Y ' ) GO TO 84
WRITE(3,*) DAY,TIME
PER IOD ( I ) ==9 * ( DAY-1) +TI ME
IF(ASSA(PERlOD(I),J ),NE.0) GO TO 15
ASSA(PERIOD(I),J )=NOPCOD
PERSUM(NN(J )+IS,1,J )=NOPCOD
PERSUM(NN(J )+IS,IP,J )=PERIOD(I)
PRINT *, 'PERSUM=' ,PERSUM(NN(J ) +1S,IP,J )
IF'~--=IP+ 1  
GO TO 14
15 PASSA(PERIOD(I),J)=NOPCOD
PERSUM(NN(J)+IS,1,J)=NOPCOD 
PERSUM(NN(J)+IS,IP,J)=PERIOD(I)
C* PRINT*,'PERBUM=',PERSUM(NN(J )+IS,IP,J )
.TP=IP+1
14 WRITE(6,32) FF
32 FORMAT(lOXjAlCOURSE OCCUPIES' A DEPARTMENTAL CLASSROOM ? (Y/N)') 
READ(5,50) ANSWER
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'N') GO TO 16
IF(ANSWER,NE.'Y ') GO TO 14
WRITE(3,50) ANSWER
ROOM (PER IOD ( I ) ) ==ROOM (PER IOD ( I ) ) -1
GO TO 454
16 WRITE(3,50) ANSWER 
454 DO 11 N=1,NN(J)+1
TT(M ,PERIOD(I),J )=1HX
11 CONTINUE
12 CONTINUE
13 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,34) FF,J ,MC
34 FORMAT(10X,A1,'ASSIGNMENT OF NON-DEPT. COURSES OF',2X,I1,1X ,A2, 
*2X,'YEAR IS COMPLETED')
55 WRITE(6,35)
35 FORMAT (lOX,'ANY PRE--ASSIBNMENT ? (Y/M)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'M') GO TO 414 
IF(ANSWER.ME.'Y ') GO TO 55 
WRITE(3,50) ANSWER
56 WRITE(6,36) FF,J ,MC
36 FORMAT(iOX,Al,'NO OF COURSES PRE-ASSIGMED FOR THE',2X,I1,A2,2X, 
t ' YEAR== ? ' )
READ(5,*) NOC(J )
IF(NOC(J),EQ.O) GO TO 86 
WRITE(6,56) FF,NOC(J)
56 FORMAT (lOX , A1, ' MO OF COURSES TO BE PRE--ASSIGNED= ' , 2X , 12 )
WRITE(6,119)
119 FORMAT(lOX,'CORRECT ? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF (ANSWER.E Q .'N') GO TO 86 
IF(ANSWER.M E .'Y ') GO TO 86 
WRITE(3,*) NOC(J)
DO 18 IL=1,N0C(J)
89 WRITE(6,38) FF
33 FORMAT(10X,A1,'OPTIC CODE FOR PRE-ASSIGNMENT= ?')
READ(5,*) OPCOD
B7
88
90
59
91
92
98
40
95
97
WRITE(6,87) FF,OPCOD
FORMATdOXjAl,'OPTIC CODE FOR PRE~ASSIBNMENT=',2X,I7) 
WRITE(6,S8)
, FORMAT(lOX,'CORRECT ? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF(ANSWER„EQ.'N') GO TO 89 
IF(ANSWER,NE.'Y') GO TO 89 
WRITE(3,ii) OPCOD 
WRITE(6,39) FF
FORMAT(10X,A1,'LECTURE HOURS= ? (NO OF HRS/WEEK)')
READ(5,!K) HRS 
IF(HRS.EQ.O) GO TO 90 
WRITE(6,91) FF,HRS
FORMAT(lOX,A1,'LECTURE HOURS/WEEK=',2X,I2)
WRITE(6,92)
FORMAT(lOX,'CORRECT ? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF (ANSWEREQ. ' N ' ) GO TO 90 
IF(ANSWER.NE.'Y ') GO TO 90 
WRITE(3,#) HRS 
IP~2
DO 17 I=a,HRS 
WRITE(6,40) FF
FORMAT(14X,A1,'LECTURE DAY= ?, LECTUFiE HOUR= ?')
READ(5,*) DAY,TIME
WRITE(6,9 5) FF,DAY,TIME
FORMAT (lOX , A1, ' LECTURE DAY= ' , 2X , 12,6X , ' LECTURE HOUR= ' , 2X , 12 ) 
WRITE(6,97)
FORMAT(lOX,'CORRECT ? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF (ANSWER.EQ·. 'N' ) GO TO 98 
IF(ANSWER„ME.'Y ') GO TO 98 
WRIIE(3,*) DAY,TIME 
PERIODi r)=9*(DAY-l)+TIME 
ASSA(PERIOD(I),J )=OPCOD 
MIONM (J ) +NUMBER (J )
PERSUM (NK··;- r_ , 1, J ) =OPCOD 
PERSUM ( NK-i-1L, IP, J ) =PER I OD ( I )
PRINT)t:,.'PERSUM=' ,PERSUM(NK+IL, IP, J )
IP=IP+1
DO 19 N=1,NN(J)+1
17
18
41
42
20
10
C*
TT(Ni,PERIQD( I ) , J).=1HX 
19 CONTINUE
ROOM(PERIOD(I))=ROOM(PERIOD(I))~1 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 41
414 WRITE(3,50) ANSWER 
WRITE (¿>,42) FF
FORMAT(10X,A1PRE-ASSIGNMENT FOR ACADEMIC MEETING ? (Y/N)') 
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF(ANSWER«EQ.'N') GO TO 405 
IF(ANSWER.ME « 'Y ' ) GO TO 41 
GO TO 107
40 5 WRITE ( 3,50 ) ANSWER- 
GO TO 10
107 WR I TE ( 3,50) ANSWER- 
WRITE (6, 44)
44 FORMAT(S X M E E T  DAY= MEET HOUR-- ?, MEET DURATION= ?')
WRITE (¿j, 101)
101 FORMAT(/lOX,'ENTER 1,2,3,4 OR 5 FOR MEETING DAY')
WRITE(6,102)
102 FDRMAT(16X,'1,2,..,3 OR 9 FOR MEETING HOUR')
WRITE(6,104)
104 F0RMAT(16X,'1,2,.,,8 OR 9 FOR MEETING DURATION')
READ ( 5 , ic) MDP^ , MHR , MDUR
WRITE(6,10 5) FF,MDAY,MHR,MDUR
105 F0RMAT(A1,10X,'MEETING DAY',5X,'=
*'=',2X,I2,/11X,'MEETING DURATION-
WRITE (6, 106)
106 FORMAT (lOX,'CORRECT '? (Y/N)')
READ(5,50) ANSWER 
IF(ANSWER.EQ.'N') GO TO 107 
IF(ANSWER - ME. 'Y' ) 60 TO 107 
WRITE(3,*) MDAY,MHR,MDUR 
MPER=9*(MDAY-1)+MHR 
DO 20 IHAMPER,MPER+MDUR-1 
DO 20 N=1,NN(J)
TT(N,IH,J)=1HX 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE
2X,I2,/11X,'MEETIN6 HOUR',4X, 
2X,12)
Cifi
9 WRITE(6,120)
1^ :0 FORMAI (lOX, F'LEASE WAIT; TIMETAEU_E SET IS ECINS GENERATED') 
C)K
DO 700 J=l,5
C t CALL MAIN SUBROUTINE 
CALL MAIN(J,SEED)
700 CONTINUE 
C^
PRINTING TFIE GENERATED TIMETAE-iLE SETC^
Of:
63
DO 800 J==lj,5 
IF(J.EQ.l) >IC=MC1 
IF(J„EQ.2) MOMC2 
IF(J.EQ„3) MC=MC3 
IF(J,EQ.4) MC=MC4 
IF(J,EGL5) MC--MC4 
WRITE(6,33) J,MC
FORMAT (1X , ' TI MET·ABLE ARRAY OF ' , 1X , 12, A2,1X , ' YEAR ' )
WRITE (6,43) ( ( TT (M, T, J ) , T=1,48) , N==1, NIT ( J ) -i-l)
FORMAT(/IX,45A1,3A3)
WRITE(6,53) J,MC
FORMAT(///1X,'COURSE SCHEDULE FOR THE',1X,I2,A2,1X,'YEAR')
WR I "rE ( 6,63) ( GUN ( I ) , I :=i , 5 )
FORMAT!//23X,A3,SX,A3,8X,A3,8X,A3,SX,A3)
DO 150 IT™1,9
WR I TE ( 6,73 ) HOUR ( IT) , ( ASSA ( T , 3 ) , T= IT, 4 5,9 )
73 FORMAT(/1X,A11,6X,5(I7,4X))
WRITE(6,74) (PASSA(T ,J ),T=IT,45,9)
74 FORMAT(ISX,5(I7,4X))
150 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,83)
F0RMAT(///1X,'COST ASSIGNED FOR EACH COURSE') 
WRirE(6,203)
F OFv'MAT ( /1X , lOX , ' TÇ (A ) ' , 3X , ' TC (P ) ' , 3X , ' TC (N ) ' , 3X , ' ROW SUM ' ) 
WRITE(6,93) ((BAD(N,L ,J ),L-1,5),N=1,NN(J ) )
93 FORMAT ( //IX , 17,5X , 12,6X , 12,6X , 12,6X , 12 )■ ·
TCOST(J )=0 
DO 153 N=1,NN(J)
153 TCOST(J )=TCOST(J )+BAD(N,5,J )
WRITE(6,103)
S3
203
format ( / / /1X , ' INDEX ARRAY ' )
WRITE(6,113) ( (IINDEX(R,T,J) ,Fi=l,20) ,T-1,45)
113 F0RMAT(/1X,A2,2X,19I2)
WRITE(6,123)
-1.2-::. f-DRMAf (//IX, ' ADDFiESSES OF THE ASSIGNED COURSES IN TIMETABLE')
NT=NN(J)+NUMBER(J)+NOC(J)
WRITE(6,133) ( (PERSUM(N, IP, J) ,IP=1,10) ,N=1,,NT)
133 FORMAT ( /1X , 1017)
800 CONTINUE
T I COST-TCOST (1) H-TCOST (2) -i-TCOST ( 3 ) +TCOST (4 ) +TCOST ( 5)
WRITE(6,163) TTCOST
163 fof;:m a t (//IX,'TOTAL cost assigned to this timetable SET=',2X,I4)
WRITE(6,173)
F=URMAT(//IX NUMBER OF CLASSR'DOMS LEFT IN EACH PERIOD') 
WR I TE (6,193) ( GUN ( I ) , I 1,5)
193 FORMAT ( /1 e-!X , 5 (A3,2X ) )
DO 183 IT==1,9
WRITE(6,143) HOUR(IT),(ROOM(T),T=IT,45,9)
•1· FORMAT ( /1X , A11,6X , 5 ( 13,2X ) )
183 CONTINUE
C)ii
Of:
69 IF(NIM,EQ.0) GO TO 108
WRITE(6,213)
213 FORMAT (/lOX,'CONFLICT SEARCHING FOR IRIREGULARS IS COMPLETED')
GO TO 559 
Ci:
Of:
108 WRITE(6,109)
109 F0RMAT(/10X,'GENERATION OF THE TIMETABLE SET IS COMF’LETED' )
WRITE(6,756)
756 FORMAT(lOX,'SEND NULL INPUT TO CONTINUE')
READ(5,50) NULL 
N1P==1 
GO TO 59 
559 STOP 
END 
C*
C3K
C*
ct
ct
MAIN LOGIC CONSTRUCTION SUBROUTINE
CÜ<
C^
C*
C!K
Cîi^:
Ct
C>K
C)fi
Ct
C*
C*
SUBROUTINE MAIN(JjSEED)
COMMON TT (20 ■, 48,5) , ROOM (45) j, ASSA (45,5) , PASSA (45,5) , COURSE (20,5 ) , 
tilNDEX(20,45,5),BAD(20,6,5),CONF(20,20,5),NC(20),NN(5),N,T , 
¡»iPERSUM (20,10,5) , NCORSE (150) , OPCODE (150,10 ) , CONFCT (150) ,
«NAME(150,24),NUMBER(5),NOC(5)
INTEGER T ,PT,TTT,CLASS,DD,D ,FLAGl,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG4,FLAG5,FLAG6, 
5KFLAG7, KPP , KPN, BAD , ROOM, ASSA, PASSA, COURSE, CONF, PERSUM, 
itiOPCOD , NOPCOD , OPCODE, PERIOD, SEED , TT , HARF
CHOOSING THE ROW IN THE TIMETABLE WITH MAX PRIORITY
IF(NN(J).E0.0) G0 T0 11
T=1
N=•^=0
D=1
IMC=1
NNN=^ =NN (J )
!-IARF=' A '
PRINT)|:,'
F'RINTü:,'
PRINT!{(,'
PRINTÜi, 'T=' ,T, 'D==' ,D
CALL SEARCH(NNN,J ,HARF,FLAG4,NO)
PRINTîlf, 'GE@Ti: 1'
IF(FLAG4.NE,1) GO TO 9
FLAG4=0
HARF='P '
CALL SEARCH(NNN,J ,HARF,FLAG4,NO) 
PRINT*,'GEQTC 2'
IF(FLAG4.NE.l) 60 TO 50
FLAG4~0
HARF='O '
CALL SEARCH(NNN,J ,HARF,FLAG4,NO) 
PRINTÜC,'6E@TC 3'
IF(FLAG4.NE.1) 60 TO 50
FLAG4==0
HAr F='N'
C!|:
C#
C*
C*
Ct
Ct
C«(
C*
CS!
C)K
C^<
CS:
C)|i
C«
OK
C«i
Ct
/.
OK
c^ <
c*
OK
c*
ct
40
C5K
c«
OK
OK
ASSIGNMENT VERSUS DELETING
IF(C0URSE(N,J).EQ.O) GO TO 40 
II"(FLAG2.EQ.l) GO TO 30
ASSIGNMENT IS DOME
IF(FLAG6.EQ.l) GO TO 31
ASSINMENT IS DONE FOR SINGLE COURSE
N0N=1
SHARED INSTRUCTOR OR NOT 
IF(TT(N,47,a ).EQ.0 ) GO TO 40
CALL INSTRUCTOR CONFLICT SUB.
CALL INSTOR(J ,PT,FLAG6)
PR I NT >K , ' GEtST i: 9 : I NSTOR '
CALL TIMETABLE UPDATING SUB.
CALL TTUP(J ,PT,INC,11,D ,FLAG6)
PR I NT !K , ' GE@T C 10s TTUP'
PRINT«,'N=',N,'NC(II+1)=',NC(IH-1)
N=0
NC(II+1)=0
IF(COURSE(N,J ).EQ.0) GO TO 35
ASSIGNING COSTS TO THE COURSES 
IF(IINDEX(2,T~1,J).LT.l) GO TO 35 
IF(HARF.EQ.'P') GO TO 100 
IF(HARF.EQ.'N') GO TO 110 
GO TO 35
100 l<PP= 11NDEX ( 2, T-1, J )
GO TO 120
110 KPIM==NON
120 IF(NON.EQ.l) BO TO 101
BAD (N j, 4, J ) =BAD (N, 4, J ) +KPN 
BAD(NC(II+1),4,J)=BAD(N,4,J)
GO TO 35
101 BAD(M ,3,J )=BAD(N,3,J )+ KPP
35 N0N=0
FLAG6=0 
GO TO 2
ASSIGNMENT IS DONE FOR PARALLEL COURSES
C*
C#
C*
C)fi
C)K
C>i:
31 MON=
84
S5
86
C*
Ct
ΓΛ
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
UPDATE THE INDEX ARRAY
NM=11NDEX(2,T-1,J )
DO 84 h::i=3,NM+3
1F (MC ( 11 -1-1) . EQ, 11MDEX ( KI , T-1, J ) ) GO TO 85
CONTINUE
IMI=--KI
DO 86 LI=IMI,NM+3
11NDE X ( LI , T ~ 1, J ) -11NDE X (LI -I-1, T-1, J )
SHARED INSTRUCTOR OR NOT
IF( (TT(N,47!, J) .EQ.O) .AND.TT(NC(II-i-l) ,47j,J) .EQ.O) GO TO 40 
GO TO 45
DELETING IS DONE
30 IF(FLAG6.EQ.l) GO TO 36
DELETING IS DONE FOR SINGLE COURSE
IF(IINDEX(2,T,J).NE.O) GO TO 32 
GO TO 56 
32 ,fLAG2=0 
GO TO 2
ct
c*
c*
36
C>|i
ct
ct
94
95
96
C«
Ct
iZt
Cü;
C)f;
C)!·;
C:^
C*
50
C*
C t
C*
C*
C t
C t
DELETING IS DONE FOR PARALLEL COURSES
IINDEX(2,T,J)=IINDEX(2,T,J)-l 
IF(IINDEX(2,T,J),EQ.O) GO TO 56
UPDATE THE INDEX ARRAY
NM=IINDEX(2,T,J)
DO 94 IK>3,NM+3
IF(NC(II+1).EQ.IINDEX(IK,T,J)) GO TO 95
CONTINUE
IIN=IK
DO 96 IL“ IIN,Nri+3 
11NDEX ( IL, T', J ) = 11NDEX ( I L+l, T , J )
FLAG2=0 
FLAG6=0 
GO TO 2
NO ALTERNATIVE IS LEFT : SO ASSIGN IDL!
M=MNN+1 
FLAG6==0 
FLAG2=0 
GO TO .1.5
CHECKING IF THERE ARE ALTERNATIVE COURSES (ANY TIE ?)
IF(IINDEX(2,T,J).LE.l) GO TO 60 
IF (1-1ARF, ME . ' X ' ) 60 TO 130 
N=NNN+1 
GO TO .15
SELECT ONE OF THE ROWS RANDOMLY AND UPDATE I INDEX ARRAY 
DECISION RULE 2
130 NM=IINDEX(2,T,J)
C5iC
C*
ct
ct
ct
ct
c*
ct
ct
I INDEX(2,T ,J ) = IINDEX(2,T,J)-1 
CALL RANDM(SEED,NM,IN) 
N==IIMDEX(IN-i-2,T, J)
PRINT«, 'N=' ,N 
DO 4 I:=--IN-i-2,NN+2 
IINDEXd ,T,J) = I INDEX ( I+1,T,J) 
GO TO 140
C«
C«
C«
Ct
Ct
60
C«
140
C«
C«
C«
C«
C«
Ct
Ct
Ct
Ct
Ct
C«
THERE IS NO TIE
N==IINDEX(3'jT, J)
PRINT«, 'N==' ,N
IF(COURSE(N, J) dZO.O) GO TO 15
CALL CONFLICT DETERMINATION SUB.
CALL CGNFLI(J ,MM)
PR I iMT « , ' GE@T i 11s CONFLI '
CALL PATTERN DETEPiMINATION SUB.
CALL PATERN(J ,PT,INC,NNN,MM,11,FLAGS,FLAG6,SEED) 
PRINT «, 'GE@T C 12: PATTERN'
PRINT«,*PT=',PT
IF(FLAGS.EQ.i) GO TO 70
CALL CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENT SUB.
CALL ROOMS(J ,PT,INC,11,FLAGl,FLAG3,FLA66,FLAG?,CLASS) 
PRINT«,'GE@T[ 13; ROOMS'
I.E(BAD(N,2, J) .6T.0) GO TO 90 
IF(FLAGl.NE.l) GO TO 15 
FLAG1=0
90 N=NNN-1-1
C* PRINT*,'N=',N 
GO TO 15 
70 FLAB5=0 
GO TO 1
2 IF(T.LE.45) GO TO 1
C*
C*
C*
C* CALCULATE BAD POINTS FOR ALL COURSES
C*
DO 12 N=1,NN(J)
12 BAD(N,5, J)=BAD(N,2, J)+BAD(N,3, J)-i-BAD(N,4, J)
C*
C*
C*
11 RETURN
END
C*
C#
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
****** SUBROUTINE TO FIND THE COURSE(S) WITH MAX PRIORITY
SUBROUTINE SEARCH(NNN,J ,HARF,FLAG4,NO)
INTEGER T ,FLAG4,TT,HARF
COMMON TT(20,43,5),ROOM(45),ASSA(45,5),PASSA(45,5),COURSE(20,5), 
* 11NDEX(20,45,5),BAD(20,6,5),COMF(20,20,5),NC(20),NN(5),N,T , 
*PERSUM(20,10,5),NC0RSE(150),OPCODE(150,10),CDNFCT(150),
*NAME(150,24),NUMBER(5),NOC(5)
N0=0
COLUMN SEARCH OF TT ARRAY 
DO 5 K=l,NNN-l-l
IF(TT(K,T,J)-NE.HARF) GO TO 5 
NO=NO-i-l
IINDEX(2-i-N0, T;,J)=I<
CONTINUE
IF(NO.GT.O) GO TO 6
FEAG4=1
RETURN
c*
c*
6
DETERMINATION OF PRIORITY TYPE AND ROW NUMBER
11NDEX(1,T ,J )=HARF 
IINDEX(2,T,J)=NO 
RETURN 
END
C*
C *
C*
C)K
C*
* $ ÍC îK !fc SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING THE CONFLICTING COURSES
Ci:
Cii·;
SUBROUTINE CONFLI(J ,MM)
COMMON TT(20,48,5),ROOM(45),ASSA(45,5),PASSA(45,5),COURSE(20,5), 
111NDEX(20,45,5),BAD(20,6,5),CONF(20,20,5),NC(20),NN(5),N,T , 
¡CPERSUM (20,10,5), NCORSE (150), OPCODE (150,10 ) , CONFCT (150 ) ,
SÜNAME (150,24 ) , NUMBER ( 5 ) , MOC ( 5)
INTE6ER T ,R ,COMF,TT,HARF 
DO 4 1=1,20 
4 NC(I)=0 
|\IC (1) =N 
1 = 1
MM=IINDEX(2,T,JI)
DO 5 R=3,NM·■ı··l
IF(N.EQ.11NDE X (R ,T ,J )) GO TO 5 
NK^I INDEX (R,T,J)·
IF ( CONF ( N, NK, J ) ■. EQ . 0) GO TO 5
VECTOR OF NON-CONFLICTING COURSES WITH COURSE M
1 = 1+1 
NC(I)=NK 
CONTINUE 
MM=I-1 
RETURN 
END
C*
CîK
Cifi
OH iH )H 9j( 9H SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE PATTERN TYPE
Subroutine p a t e r n(j ,p t ,inc,n n n ,m m ,i i,f l a g5,flag6,s e e d)
INTEGER CLASS,PT,T ,TTT,FLAG5,FLAG6,ROOM,BAD,SEED,TT,HARF
C:^
'■'О•Г— W
Cüí
OÜ
7 ■ 
6
C)C
C*
COMMON TT ( 20 ¡,43,5);, ROOM ( 45 ) , ASSA ( 45,5 ) , PASSA (45,5), COURSE ( 20,5 ) , 
INDEX(20,45,5),BAD(20,6,5),CONE(20,20,5),NC(20),NN(5),N ,T , 
«PERSUM(20,10,5),NCORSE(150),OPCODE(150,10),CONFCT(150), 
ίίΝΑΜΕ ( 150,24 ) , NUMBER ( 5 ) , NOC ( 5 )
IF-(MM.EQ.O) GO TO 5
PATTERN CHECKS FOR PARALLEL COURSE CASE
FLAG6=1 
DO 20 11=1,MM
IF((TT(N,46,J).EQ.l).AND.(TT(NC(II+1),46,J).EQ.l)) GO TO 1 
IF((TT(N,46,J),EQ.2).AND,(TT(NC(II+l),46,J).EQ.2)) GO TO 2 
IF((TT(N,46,J).EQ.3).AND.(TT(NC(II+l),46,J ).EQ.3)) GO TO 3 
IF (TT(N,46,J ).EQ.TT(NC(11+1),46,J )) GO TO 4 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 5
IF(TT(N,4B,J),NE.TT(NC(II+1),48,J)) BO TO 5 
IF (TT(N,48,J ).NE.3) GO TO 9
GO TO 61
IF(TT(N,48,J).NE.TT(NC(II+1),48,J)) BO TO 5 
IF (TT(N,48,J ),EQ.3) GO TO 6
GO TO 2
PATTERN CHECKS FOR SINGLE COURSE CASE
FLAG6=0 
11 =0
IF(TT(M,46,J).EQ.
IF(TT(N,46,J).EQ.
IF(TT(N,46,J).EQ.
IF(TT(N,4S,J)„EQ.
GO TO 2 
PT=1 
RETURN 
PT=2 
GO TO 8
IF(TT(N,48,J).NE.3) GO TO 9 
GO TO 8
DECIDING ON PT ; RANDOM SELECTION
F1AG8=1
CALL RANDM(SEED,NM,PT)
1) GO TO 1
2) GO TO О•lU
3) GO TO 7
3) GO TO 6
8 IF(FLAG6,EQ.l) GO TO 61
C* CHECKING PT PERIODS IF ANY 'N' OR 'X' ASSIGNMENT FOR SINGLE COURSE
IF(PT„EQ.l) 60 TO 1
GO TO 2
C*
Ct
AND 'A' ASSIGNMENT FOR OTHER COURSES
C:(:
Ct
M=T+1
MN==T+PT“1
DO 50 TTT=M,MN
IF(TT(N,TTT,J ).EQ.N) BAD(N,4,J ) AD(N,4,J ) -H 
IF(TT(N.,TTT, J) .EQ.X) GO TO 52 
51 DO 55 JK=1,NNN+1
IF(JK.EQ.N) 60 TO 55 
IF(TT(J K,ITT.J ).EQ.A ) GO TO 52 
55 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
RETURN
UPDATING THE PRIORITY OF COURSE N IN PERIOD T
TT(N,T ,J )=1HX 
FLAG5=1
RETURN
C^ CHECKING PT PERIODS OF ANY N' OR 'X' ASSIGNMENT FOR TWO COURSES AMD
C«:
Cii·;
61
'A' ASSIGNMENT FOR OTHER COURSES
M=T+1
MN=T-i"PT-l
DO 70 TTT=M,MN
IF ( TT ( N, TTT 5 J ) . EQ. IHN) BAD ( N, 4 , J ) =BAD (N, 4 . J ) +1
IF(TT(NC(II+1),TTT,J).EQ.IHN)BAD(NC(11+ 1),4,J )=BAD(NC(II+l),4,J) +
IF(TT(N,TTT,J).NE.IHX) GO TO 71
TT(N,T ,J )=1HX
FLAG5=1
71 IF(TT(NC(11+1),TTT,J ).NE.IHX) GO TO 71 
TT(NC(II + 1) ¡.Tj,J)=1HX
FLAG5=1
RETURN
72 DO 75 JK=1,NNN+1 
IF(JK.EQ.N) GO TO 75 
IF(JK.ED.NC(II+1)) GO TO 75
IF(TT(JK,TTT,J).NE.IHA) GO TO 75
76
/5
70
Ct
C)jc
C*
CÜC
C*
CÜÎ
Ct
C*
C t
A
C t
c*
TT(N,T,J)=1HX
IF(JK.EQ.NC(II+1)) GO TO 75
TT(NC(.i:i+i) ,T,j)=iHX
FLAG5=1
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
tttttt SUBROUTINE IN ORDER TO ASSIGN CLASSRODM(S)
SUBROUT INE ROOMS (J , PT, INC, 11 , FLAGl, FLAG3 , FLAG6, FL.AG7, CLASS) 
COMMON TT(20,48,5),ROOM(45),ASSA(45,5),PASSA(45,5),COURSE(20,5), 
111NDEX(20,45,5),BAD(20,6,5),CONF(20,20,5),NC(20),NN(5),N,T , 
^PERSUM(20,10,5),NCORSE(150),OPCODE(150,10),CONFCT(150),
¡(İMAME (150,24 ) , NUMBER ( 5 ) , NOC ( 5)
INTEGER T ,PT,CLASS,FLAGl,FLAG3,FLAG6,FLAG7,BAD,ROOM,TT,HARF 
IF(FLAG6,.EQ., 1) GO TO 11 
IF(FLAG3.NE.l) GO TO 4
UPDATING CLASSROOM MO. AFTER ASSIGNMENT DELETING 
FLAG3=0
DO 3 TTT=T,T+PT--1 
ROOM(TTT)=ROOM(TTT)+1 
RETURN
CHECKING THE CLASSROOMS ! OCCUPIED OR MOT
CLASS=0
DO 5 TTT=T, T-i-PT-1 
IF(ROOM(TTT).EQ.O) GO TO 5 
CLASS=CLASS-i-l 
CONTINUE
ASSIGNMENT TO CLASSROOMS ACCORDING TO PT
* IF(CLASS.NE.PT) GO TO 7 
DO 6 TTT=T,T+PT“1 
ROOM(TTT)=ROOM(TTT)-1 
CONTINUE
F<ETLIRIM
С*
С*
ALL CLASSROOMS ARE OCCUPIED DURING ALL OR SOME PERIODS
7 IF(TT(M,T,J).EQ.IHA) GO TO 8 
IF(TT(N,T,J).EQ.IHP) GO TO 9 
FLAG1=1 
RETURN
a BAD(N,2,J )=BAD(N,2,J )+CLASS
GO TO 10
9 BAD(N,3,J )=EAD(N,3,J )+CLASS
10 FLAG1=1 
RETURN
11 IF(FLAG7.EQ,1) GO TO 19
C!!i CHECKING THE CLASSROOMS : OCCUPIED OR NOT FOR PARALLEL COURSE CASE 
OH
CLASS==0
DO 12 TTT==T,T+PT-1
IF(ROOM(TTT).LT.2) GO TO 14
CLASS=:--CLASS+1
12 CONTINUE
C* ASSIGNMENT TO CLASSROOMS ACCORDING TO PT
C
C*
OH
C*
C*
IF(CLASS»NE.PT) GO TO 14 
DO 13 TTT=T,T+PT-1 
ROOM(TTT)=ROOM(TTT)~2 
13 CONTINUE 
RETURN
NUMBER OF CLASSROOMS IS LESS THAN
14 ifLAG6=0
IF(ROOM(TTT).EQ.l) GO TO 15
ALL CLASSROOMS ARE OCCUPIED DURING ALL OR SOME PERIODS
IF((TT(M,T,J).EQ.IHA).AND.(TT(NC(II+1),T,J).EQ.IHA)) GO TO 16 
IF((TT(N,T,J).EQ.IHP).AND.(TT(NC(II+l),T,J).EQ.IHP)) GO TO 17 
FLAG1=1 
RETURN
OH PARALLEL ASSIGNMENT CANNOT BE MADE BECAUSE OF ROOM UNAVAILABILITY 
C*
15 FÜOOM (TTT) =ROOM (TTT) -1 
RETURN
16 BAD (N, 2, J ) =BAD (N, 2, J ) +CL.ASS
17
18
19
20
C)K
C>!i
C)iî
C)!<
C*
BAD(NC(11 + 1),2,J )=BAD(MC(11+1),2,J )+CLASS 
BO TO 18
BAD (N , 3, J ) ==BAD (N, 3, J ) +CLASS
BAD ( NC ( 11 + 1) ,. 3, J ) -BAD (NC (11+1) , 3, J ) +CLASS
FLAGl-1
RETURN
UPDATING CLASSROOM NO. AFTER ASSIGNMENT DELETING
FLAG7-0
DO 20 TTT=T/r+PT--l 
ROOM(TTT)-ROOM(TTT)+2 
RETURN 
END
C*
* üi üîSUBROUT IME FOR ASSIGNMENT OF COURSE ( S )
SUBROUTINE ASSIGN(J ,PT,INC,11,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG6,FLAG7)
COMMON TT (20,48,5 ) , ROOM (45 ) , ASSA ( 45,5) , PASSA ( 45,5), COURSE ( 20,5 ) 
!Ü 11NDEX ( 20,45,5) , BAD (20,6,5), COMF (20,20,5 ) , NC ( 20 ) , NN ( 5 ) , N, T , 
ÜiPERSUM ( 20,10 ,5) , NCORSE (150) , OPCODE (150,10) , CONFCT (150) , 
îjiNAME (150,24 ) , NUMBER ( 5) , NOC ( 5 )
INTEGER T ,PT,FLAGl,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG6,FLAG7,TTT,DD,ASSA,PASSA, 
«COURSE,ROOM,PERSUM,TT,HARF 
,,IF(FLAG6.EQ.l) GO TO 12 
IF(COURSE(N,J ).EQ.O ) GO TD 5 
PERSUM(N,1,J )-COURSE(N,J )
IF(TT(N,T,J).EO.IHA) GO TO 6
DO 7 III=1,PT
ASSA(T ,J )-COURSE(N,J )
IP-2
IF(PERSLIM(N, i p , J) .NE.O) GO TO 3 
PERSUM(N,i p ,J)-T 
PRINTÜC, ' PERSUM' , PERSUM (N, IP, J )
GO TO 2
c*
IP=IP+1 
GO TO 1 
T=T+INC
IFdll „EQ.PT) GO TO 21
LUNCH TIME OR NOT
Ct
8
C*
C*
10
7
21
ct
ct
ct
6
43
C*
DO 8 TTT==1,5
IF(T .EQ,5+9*(TTT-1)) GO TO 9 
CONTINUE
END OF DAY OR NOT 
DO 10 DD=r,4
IFCT.EQ,(9*DD)+1) GO TO 9 
CONTINUE
IF(TT(N,T,J)-EQ.IHX) GO TO 9
CONTINUE
RETURN
IDLE TIME ASSIGNMENT
PT=1
A3SA(T ,J )=0
T=T+INC
RETURN
ASSIGNMENT OF CDUF;SE WITH PRIORITY 'A'
C*
C*
DO 4 III=1,PT
ASSA(T ,J )^COURSE(N,J )
IP=2
IF(PERSUM(N,IP5J).NE.O) BO TO 33 
PERSUM(N,IPjJ)=T 
PRINT*,'PERSUM=',PERSUM(N,IP r J ) 
60 TO 23 
IP=IP+1 
GO TO 43 
T=T+INC 
CONTINUE 
RETURN
ASSIGNMENT DELETING
38
T=T-n;i!iaNC 
DO 11 TTT=T,T+III-1 
TT(IM,TTT, J )=1HX 
IP=2
IF(PERS!JM(N,IP,J) .EQ.TTT) GO TO 28 
IP=IP-i-l
IF(IP.GT.IO) GO TO 11
28
C*
11
Ct
C*
C'M
C$
Ct
Ct
12
44 
C t
34
24
45
GO TO· 38
PERSUM(N, IP, J )==0
PRINT*,'PERSUM=',PERSON(N,IP,J )
CONTINUE
FLAG3=1
CALL CLASSROON ASSIGNMENT SUBROUTINE
CALL ROOMS ( J , PT, I!slC ,11, FLAGl, FLAG3, FLAG6 , FLAG? , CLASS )
IF(11NDEX(2,T ,J )„EQ„O ) GO TO 5
FLAG2=1
RETURN
ASSIGNMENT FOR PARAL.I-.EL COURSE CASE
PERSON(M ,1,J )^COURSE(N,J )
PERSON (NC ( 11 ■Kl) , 1, J ) --COURSE (NC ( 11 +1) , J )
IF( (TT(N,T, J) .EGLIHA) .AND. (TT (NC ( 11-¡-1 ) ,T, J) .EQ.IHA) ) GO TO i:
DO 14 III=1,PT
ASSA(T ,J )-COURSE(N,J )
PASSA rr,J )-COURSE(NC(11+1),J )
IP-2
IF(PERSUM(N,IP,J).ME.O) GO TO 34 
PERSON(N,IP,J)-T 
PRINT*,'PERSON-',PERSON(N,IP,J )
GO TO 24 
IP-IPH-1 
GO TO 44 
IP-2
IF(PERSUN(NC(II+1),IP,J).NE.O) GO TO 35 
PERSON(NC(II+l),IP,J)=T
C8
О Щ•ft«, г.·*
c#
с*
PRINT«, 'PER£ÎUM=' ,PERSUN(NC( I I+l ) ,IP,J)
GO TO 25
IP==IP+1
GO TO 45
T=T+INC
IF(III.EQ.PT) 60 TO 22
LUNCH TIME OR NOT
DO 15 TTT=1,5
15
C«
C«
17
14
C*
СЛ
13
46 
C«
36
26
47
37
27
IF(T.EQ.5+9«(TTT~1)) GO TO 16 
CONTINUE
' END OF DAY OR NOT 
DO 17 DD=1,4
IF ( T . EQ. ( 9>liDD ) +1 ) GO TO 16 
CONTINUE
IF((TT(N,T,J).EQ.IHX).AND.(TT(NC(II+1),T,J).EQ»1HX)) 60 TO 16
CONTINUE
RETURN
ASSIGNMENT OF COURSES WITH PRIORITY Ά'
DO 18 III=1,PT
ASSA(T ,J )^COURSE(N,J )
PASSA(T ,J )^ COURSE(NC(11 + 1),J )
IP=2
IF ( PERSLIM ( N, IP, J ) . NE. 0 ) GO TO 36 
PERSUM(N,IP,J)=T
PRINT«,'PERSUM=',PERSUM(N,IP,J )
GO TO 26 
IP=IP+1 
GO TO 46 
IP==2
IF(PERSLIM(MC(II + 1) ,IP,J) .NE.O) GO TO 37
PERSUM ( NC ( 11+1) , IP,. J ) =T
PR I NT « , ' PERSUM=-- ' , PERSUM ( NC ( 11 +1 ) , IP, J )
GO TO 27 
IP=IP+1 
GO TO 47 
T=T+INC
18
C*
C*
16'
CONTINUE
RETURN
ASSIGNMENT DELETING
40
T=T-IIl!f!lNC
DO 19 TTT=T,T+III-1
TT(N,TTT,, J)=1HX
TT ( NC ( 11 +1) j, TTT, J ) =1HX
PASSA(TTT,J )=0
IP==2
IF(PERSON(N,IP,J ),EQ.TTT) 60 TO 39
39
Cii;
42
41
48
Ct
19
Ci^
C3|?
Cif:
C)K
C>ii
20
IP=IP+1
IF(IP.GT.iO) GO TO 42 
GO TO 40
PERSON(N,IP,J)=0
PRINT«,'PERSUM=',PERSON(N,IP,J )
IP==2
IF ( PERSON (NC ( 11 -i· 1) , IP , J ) . EQ. TTT ) GO TO 48 
IP==IP-i“l
IFdP.GT.lO) GO TO 19 
GO TO 41
PERSON(NC(I I + 1),IP,J )=0
PRINT«,'PERSUM=' ,PERSON(NC(I H-1),IP,J )
CONTINUE
FLA67=1
CALL CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENT SUBROUTINE
'CALL ROOMS(J ,PT,INC,11,FLAGl,FLAG3,FLAG6,FLA67,CLASS) 
IF(IINDEX(2,T,J).EQ.O) GO TO 5 
IF(IINDEX(2,T,J).LT.2) GO TO 20 
FLA62=1 
RETURN 
FLAG2=1 
FLAG6=0 
RETURN 
..END
c*
C>K
c*
ct
c*
*)|0jc!ic)ic)|c SUBROUTINE FOR AVOIDING INSTRUCTOR CONFLICTS 
SUBROUTINE INSTOR(J ,FT,FLAB6)
COMMON TT(20,48,5),ROOM(45),ASSA(45,5),PASSA(45,5),COURSE(20,5), 
* I INDEX(20,45,5),BAD(20,6,5),CONF(20,20,5),NC(20),NN(5),N,T , 
)|iPERSUM(20,10,5) ,NC0RSE(150) , OPCODE (150,10) ,C0NFCT(150) ,
«NAME(150,24),NUMBER(5),NOC(5)
INTESER T , PT , TTT , FL.A66 , COURSE , TT , HARF 
IF(FLA(36.EQ.l) GO TO 7 
IF(J.EQ.5) GO TO 3
Ct
c*
7
DO 4 JJ=J+1,5 
J K=NN(J )
DO 5 K----=l, JK
IF(TT(N,47,J).NE.TT(K,47,JJ)) GO TO 5 
DO 6 TTT==T-"PT,T •1 
6 TT( K,TTT, JJ )===1HX
5 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE
3 RETURN
PARALLEL COURSE CASE
IF(J,EQ.5) GO TO 13 
DO 8 JJ=J-i-l,5 
JI<::=NN(J)
DO 9 K=1,JK
IF(TT(N,47,J)-EQ.O) GO TO 11 
IF(TT(N,47,J).NE.TT(K,47,JJ)) GO TO 11 
DO 10 TTT=T-PT,T-1
10 TT(K,TTT,JJ)==X
IF(TT(NC(II+1),47,J).EQ.O) GO TO 13
11 IF(TT(NC(II + 1),47,J) JME.TT(K,47,JJ)) GO TO 9 
DO 12 TTT=T-PT,T-1
12 TT(K,TTT,JJ)=1HX
9 - CONTINUE
8 CONTINUE
13 RETURN
END
C*
C>!i
cue
C*
C)it
>!<)|!)!? !fi * * SUBROUTINE FOR UPDATING THE TIME-TABLE
SUBROUTINE TTUP(J ,PT,INC,11,D ,FLAG6)
COMMON TT(20,48,5),ROOM(45),ASSA(45,5),PASSA(45,5),COURSE(20,5), 
$1 INDEX(20,45,5),BAD(20,6,5),CONF(20,20,5),NC(20),NN(5),N,T, 
iPERSUM(20,10,5),NCORSE(150),OPCODE(150,10),CONFCT(150),
)|:MAME (150,24 ) , NUMBER ( 5) , NOC ( 5)
INTEGER T ,D ,DD,TTT,PT,FLAG6,COURSE,DUMMYCENl,TT,HARF 
IF(COURSE(N,J).EQ.O) GO TO 3 
IF(FLAG6-EG,1) GO TO 11 
TT (N , 46, J ) -^ TT ( N, 46, J ) -PT
20
8
C*
9
10
C»
C*
11
IF(TT(N,46,J ).EQ„0) GO TO 9 
M=9i!<(D+i )
DO 5 TTT=T,M 
T T ( M , TTT , J ) ==1HX 
DO 7 DD==1,4
IF(T-1 ,EQ.9)f<DD) GO TO 8
CONTINUE
RETURN
IF(ND.EQ-l) GO TO 4 
8 D=D+1
D=D + 1 
RETURN 
ND=---=0 
F^ 'ETURN
DO 10 TTT=T,45 
TT(N,TTT, J )==1HX 
IF(T--1 .EQ.9) D=D+1 
IF(T-l.EQ.lS) D=-D+l 
IF(T~1-EQ.27) D=D-l-l 
1F(T-1.EQ.;36) D=D+1 
RETURN
PARALLEL COURSE CASE 
TT(N,46,J)=TT(N,46,J)-PT
21
25
26
19
TT(NC(II+l),46,J) =TT(NC(II+1),46,J)-PT
1F((TT(N,46,J).EQ.O).AND.(TT(NC(II+1),46,J).EQ.O)) BO TO 12 
IF(TT(N,46,J).EQ.O) GO TO 18 
]:F(TT(NC(II+1) ,46,J) .EQ.O) BO TO 19 
N=9*(D+1)
DO 21 TTT=T,M
TT(NC(II+l),TTT,J)=1HX
DO 25 DD=1,4
IF(T-1 .EQ.9)KDD) GO TO 26
CONTINUE
GO TO 20
D==D+1
ND==1
GO TO 20
DO 27 TTT=T,45
T T (NC(II+l),T T T,J )=1HX ■
GO TO 20
IS
24
12
17
C*
C*
C*
C*
M=9!K(D+1)
BO 22 TTT=T,,M
'. T ( MC ( 11 +1 ) , TTT , J ) =1HX
DO 23 DD==1,4
1F(T“1 .EB.9!!<DD) GO TO 24
CONTINUE
BO TO 9
D==D+1
GO TO 9
DO 17 TTT==T,45 
TT(N,TTT,J)=1HX 
TT(NC(11+1),TTT,J )=1HX 
IF(T-1.EQ.9) D=D+1 
IF(T-1.EQ.18) D=D+1 
IF(T-1.EQ.27) D=D+1 
IF(T-1.EQ.36) D=D+1 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE FOR SELECTING A CANDIDATE RANDOMLY
ct
сж
DECISION RULE
30
40
C
SUBROUTINE RANDM(SEED,NM,IN) 
■ INTEGER SEED„FLAGS 
REAL A
IF(NN,LE.2) SEED=SEED/2 
R=RANDOM(SEED)
IF(FLAG8-NE.l) GO TO 30
FLAGS=0
A=.l+R
GO TO 40
A=(l-i-( (NM-DÜCR) )
ТЕИР=А*10 
ITENP=TENP 
ІТЕМР==ТЕГ-1Р/10 
DIF=A--ITEMP
IF(DIF-GE,0·5) GO TO 10 
IN=ITEMP 
GO TO 20
10
2 0
C ^· 
CÜÍ 
C)!: 
C$ 
C*
СЖ
C*
C*
C)K
IN=ITEMP+1
RETURN
END
t $ $ Ж $ Ж 
SUBROUTINE IRRE6
COMMON TT(20,48,5),ROOM(45)„ASSA(45,5),PASSA(45,5),COURSE(20,5), 
¡jíTINDEX (20,45,5) ,BAD(20,6,5) , CONF ( 20,20,5 ) ,NC(20) ,NN(5) ,N,T, 
ÜíPERSUM (20,10,5), NCORSE (150) , OPCODE (150,10 ) , CONFCT (150 ) ,
«NAME(150,24),NUMBER(5),NOC ( 5)
INTE6ER PERBUM,OPCODE,COMFCT,DAY,TIME,DUMMYCENl 
DOUBLE PRECISION GUME
READING THE NAMES OF IRREGULAR STUDENTS AND COURSES TAKEN 
BY THEM FROM DATA FILE NAMED 'IRREGULAR'
READ(7,«) IRRNO 
DO 700 1=1,IRRNO
701
700
СЖ
СЖ
СЖ
СЖ
301
302
303 
СЖ 
СЖ 
СЖ
READ(7,701) (NAME(I,KK),KK=1,24)
FORMAT(24A)
READ C 7 !, * ) MCORSE ( I )
READ(7,*) (OPCODE(I,K), K>1,MCORSE(I))
CONTINUE
SEARCHING THE CONFLICTS OF IRREGULARS
DO 300 I=1,IRRN0 
WRITE(6,301)
FORMAT ( / ///lOX j, ' NAME AND SURNAME ' )
WRITE(6,302)
FORMAT ( lOX , '------- ---- --
WRI TIE ( 6,303 ) ( NAME ( I , KK ) , I'
FORMAT(//lOX,24A)
K = 1 4 )
CHOOSING THE FIRST AND NEXT COURSE FOR COMPARISON
DO 20C Kl = l, MCORSE ( I ) --I
СЖ
СЖ
СЖ
401
402
СЖ
СЖ
400
DO 202 K2=K1+1,NCORSE(I)
FINDING THE OPTIC CODES OF FIRST AND NEXT COURSE 
DO 400 J=l,4
NT=NN(J )+NUMBER(J )+NOC(J )
DO 402 N=1,NT
IF (PERSUM (N, 1 i, J ) , NE . OPCODE ( I , K1) ) 60 TO 401
M1=M
J1=J
GO TO 402
IF ( PERSLIM ( N, 1, J ) . NE . OPCODE ( I , K2) ) GO TO 402
N2==N
J2=J
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
COMPARISON IN ORDER TO FIND CONFLICTING HOURS 
PRINT#,'here'
c*
304
305
DO 600 IPI=2,10
IF(PERSLIM(N1,IP1,J1) ,EQ.O) GO TO 600 
DO 601 IP2=2,10
IF (PEFÂ'SLIM (M2 , IP2, J2) . EQ . 0 ) SO TO 601
IF(PERSUn(Ml,IPl,Jl)„ME.PERSUM(M2,IP2,J2)) GO TO 601 
IF(PER-SUM(M1,1,J1) .EQ,PERSUM(N2,1,J2) ) GO TO 601 
CONFCT(I)=COMFCT(I)+1
IF(PERSUM(M1,IP1,J1).GT.9) GO TO 304 
GUNE--=' MOMDAY'
TIME=PERSUM(N1,IPI,J1)
GO TO 308
IF(PERSUM(Ml,IPl,Jl).GT.18) GO TO 305 
DAY=2
GUME==' TUESDAY'
TI ME==PERSÎUM ( Ml, I PI, .71) -- ( (DAY-l) )
GO TO 303
IF(PERSUM(Ml,IPI,J1),GT,27) GO TO 306 
DAY===3
GUNE='WEDNESDAY'
TIME==PERSLJM ( Ml, I P l J 1 ) - ( 9$ (DAY-1 ) )
GO TO 308
306 IF(PERSIJM(M1,IP1,J1) .GT.36) GO TO 307 
DAY=4
GUME='THURSDAY'
TI ME=PERSUM ( N1 ¡, IP1, J1) - ( 9* (DAY~ 1) )
GO TO 308
307 ,.DAY=--=5
GUME='FRIDAY'
TIME==PERSUM ( Ml, IPl, J1 ) - ( 9# ( DAY-1) )
308 WRITE(6,309) PERSUM(M1,1,J1),PERSUM(M2,1,J 2),TIME,GUME
309 FORMAT(1X,///,I7,2X,'COMFLICTS WITH',2X,I7,2X,'AT PERIOD', 
ic2X , 12,2X , ' OF ' , 2X , A12)
601 COMTIMUE 
600 CONTINUE 
N2=0
202 CONTINUE 
N1=0
200 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,310) CONFCT(I)
310 FORMAT(///lOX,'TOTAL C0NF4.ICTING HOURS=' ,3X,13) ,
300 CONTINUE
DO 500 I==1,IRRN0 
500 NT0TAL=-I4T0TAL-I-C0NFCT ( I )
СЛ WRITE(6,510) NTOTAL
СЖ510 FORMAT(/lOX,'TOTAL CONFLICTING HOURS FOR ALL IRREGULARS=',3X,13) 
RETURN 
END
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